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Top-Ranked

B-boll ot UMR
By CHRIS Wll..8ON
After a one game respite from
conference play, the Miners
will resume MIAA action this
Saturday
by
hosting
the
nation's No. 1 ranked Central
Missouri State Mules. All-MIAA
scoring machine Bill Fennelly
will lead CMS into Rolla as the
nation's leading scorer in NCAA
Division II basketball. Fennelly, a junior, is currently
scoring at a 3l.2 points-game
clip, and is already the top point
scorer in Central Missouri State
history.

The Miners, however, are not
without their own weapons.
UMR features Derek Nesbitt,
who may be the best all-aroull.d
offensive player in the MIAA.
Of the top four offensive
categories, Nesbitt is the only
player in the top five in each of
them. Derek is currently 3rd in
rebounding and FT percentage,
4th in FG percentage, and 5th in
scoring, averaging 20.5 pts.game. Senior CalVin Horhn, and
Sophomore Leonardo Lucas are
both in the league's top ten in
assistS, and constantly provide
the Miners with stron g
playmak ing and timely ball
handling .

Providin g strong back-up for
Fennelly will be center Ray
Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m .
Strozier. Strozier is Central's Saturday , and we hope you'll
leading rebounder, and tops the . come out to supprot a strong
MIAA in field goal percentage, Miner team in their effort
to
hitting a sizzling 74.2 percent of knock off the No. 1 Mules.
See
his field goal attempts .
ya there. Good Luck, Miners!

Last Saturda y night, the UMR Miners travelle d to Springfield, Missour
i to play the SMS
Bears. Although the Miners were expecte d to be blown out of the
Bears' home den, they
lost the ga me in a close 78 to 76 decision.
( Photo by Caswell)

Fee Increa ses

STUCO Poll
Supports
'M in er '

By PAUL BRAUN

increase in student activity fees
that go the the paper, thus
raising the amount to $2.25 a
semester.

Last week the Student Council
Circulated referelldu ms to UMR
students about the proposed
increases in funds allotted to
The Universi ty Center l"ee
several campus organizations.
Although the results of this increase of $3.00 to $;1.3.00 a .
semester was overwhe lmingly
survey won't directly affect the
outcome of the fee increases, . rejected by the students in the
results.
The
the Board of Curators will take referend um
these results under advisement proposal received an 89.3
before voting on the petitions percent negative reply and
during their February 15th because of this substantial
negative bote, it is quite
meeting.
possible that this fee increase
request may be withdraw n
In the referendum the Student from the proposal to the Board
Council asked students to of Curators before they vote on
respond YES or NO to their it.
personal feelings about the
proposed increases in funding
Two of the other proposals
for seven campus groups, In
ended with split responses. The
most cases the petitioned in$l.50 increase for the KMNR,
crements were requested to
the student radio station,
help offset increasing prices
received a 49.7 percent yes
due to inflation or in some' inresponse and a 49.8 percent no
stances, to help fund tRe' exreaction. Also the Rollamo,
pansion of program s by the
UMR's yearbook, obtained a
organizations.
49.0 percent positive return and
a 50.6 percent negative reply.
With 1455 responses to the
survey, two of the seven application s for funds received a
positive response from the
students. A 50 cents increase for
student social and recreatio nal
activities , which would raise
the allocation to $3.50 a
semester per student, received
a 60.3 percent affirmati ve
reply.

Besides the social
and
recreatio nal
activities ,
the
Missouri MINER also received
a favorable reaction from the
students on
its p.roposed
requisitio n of funds. In a 59.9
percent majority , the students
approved a 50 cents a semester

SUB's General Lectures fee
request acquired a 43,8 percent
positive reaction and the application for a $2.50 per
semester increase in athletic
funds received a 38.7 percent
affirmati ve reaction.
But in the case of the latter,
the Board of Curators is expected to approve the increase
in athletic funding due to effect
of Title IX. This regulation
requires that colleges in the
United States provide comparable
facilities
and
scholarships for both men and
women in collegiate sports.
Thus these increases are
needed to help bring UMR into
compliance with this rule.
.

Fo r the Stu den ts ofU MR
Volum e 68, Numbe r 17
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Au dito riu m Plans Un der wa y
Rolla, Mo. - "Thank you for
your inquiry. Your facility is
just too limited to handle this
productio n of 'Chorus Line' .. "
"Technic al
reqUirements
preclude further correspondence regardin g scheduling a
presentation of the 'Muppets'

"

. "These are just two examples
of the response we get from
booking agents when we try to
schedule some types of cultural
events for the campus, " says
Berna Harvey, Universi ty of
Missouri -Rolla
program
director.
"We don't even
inquire
about
professional
dance companies for ballet
program s anymore ."
There is now a distinct
possibilit y that situations such
as
these
may
change.
Prelimin ary plans for an
Auditoriu m-Music -Alumni
Building are underway . The
proposal provides for a building
with combined facilities for: a
650-seat
performi ng
aarts
theater ; classroom , office and
practice facilities for the UMR
musIc program ; and office an
meeting facilities for the MSMUMR Alumni Association and
UMR Development Program .
The proposed building will be
financed by a combination of
state appropriated funds and
contribu tions
from
alumni
Association
and
UMR
Development Program .
The proposed building will be
financed .by a combination of
state appropriated funds and
contribut ions from alumni and
friends of the Universit y.
Directing
activities
concerned with development of the

plans is a committee composed
of:
Catherine Jenks
Frank Mackam an
David Oakley, Chairma n
Ken Robertson
Don.Spa rlin
John Vaughn
Joe Wollard
Nancy Mackam an
The building is to be located
across the street, south, from
the
Chemistry-Chemical
Enginee ring Building between
lOth and 11th, and Park and
State Streets.
The architect has been
chosen. He is James Mantel,
Kansas City, and he served as
architect for the new portion of
the UMR Chemistry-Chemical
Enginee ring
Building.
His
experience includes the design
of an auditoriu m on the Central
Missouri
State
Universi ty
campus in Warrensburg.
In addition to informat ion he
is_receiving from the committee
about requirements for the
building, Mantel recommends
that UMR students be asked for
their ideas and opinions.
A questionnaire will be
distribute d to students withing
the next few weeks. When the
completed questionnaires have
been received and tabulated ,
members of the committe e and
the architect plan to hold an
open meeting with students to
discuss the results I)f the
questionnaire, answer specific
questions about the building
and explain some of the
proposed plans.

The committe e asks that
sudents give some thought to
the ways which a building such
as this could improve the
quality of their activities and
experiences on campus. Please
fill out the questionnaire when
you receive it and return it as
directed. This is your opportunity to be heard. A date for
the open meeting will be announced in a leter issue of the
Miner.

This
We ek 's

Stuff

Mini-B aja p.3
Who's Who p.5
Is Iran Next? p .7
Koenig 's
Krazin ess p.13
Buyer 's Guide
p.1S
SMS Game p.17
Tug-O -War p.19
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ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even
Editor's Note: If your organization Is having a meeting,
turn in deta1ls to the MINER office in Building T-l before
Monday at 9 p.m. and we willllst it in the Activities SecUon
of the paper. No articles submitted will be printed unless
written in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and publlsbed by the
staff for the Activities Section.
If your organization Is sponsoring a campus-wide event
for the benefit of charity, get us deta1ls before Monday at
9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in tb1s
space.
Tbe MINER reserves the right to edit any notices or ads
for this page before publication.

TUESDAY

Eighteen
Great Film
Series

ClU EPSILON SMOKER
Chi Epsilon, the National Civil Engineering Honor Society, will have a
smoker on Tuesday, February 5 at 7:00 p.m . The smoker will be held in the
Missouri Room upstairs in the New Student Union and the dress is semi·
formal. All members are invited to attend and meet the prospective pledges.
Refreshments will be served.

WEDNESDAY

LAS!' WEEK'S MOVIE

BLOOD DRIVE

The Student Council is sponsoring a Red Cross btood drive on ~'ebruary 6th
and 7th in the St. Pat's Ballroom of the Old Student Union between to a.m.
and 4 p.m. Contact your Student Council representative if you are interested
in donating. Remember to give, so others can live!

THURSDAY
WESLEY
TONiGIIT'S MOVIE
Tonight's movie is Watership Down, the moving adventure of a group of
rabbits forced to abandon their homes due to encroaching civilization. This
Iilm chronicles their trek in search of a new home in the face of many
dangers. It will be shown in the ME Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Cost is $2.00 at
the door.
PSIClU
There will be a meeting at 6:00 p.m. in Room G-7, H·SS Bldg. All members,
associate members and students interested in psychology are requested to
come.
TRYOUTS
Auditions for "Pure as The Driver Snow" an old· time melodrama, will
be hald at 7:00 p.m. in St. Pat's ballroom Thursday and Friday nights.

IK
There will be a smoker for the Intercollegiate Knights on Thursday,
January 31. It will be at TKE fraternity, 1107 State St. at 7:00 p.m . All people
with a 3.0 last semester or 3.0 overall are invited . All actives are encouraged
to attend.
GDI
GDI general membership meeting February 7, 6:00 p.m., 714 CEo

There will be a Wesley Foundation meeting Wednesday night at b1 : ()() p.m .'
at the Wesley House. The program for the night will be given by Dr. Gordon
Lewis, entitled "Gordon's Parables."
UMR SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
On Wednesday, Feb . 6, the Sport Parachute Club will hold a general
membership meeting in G-5 H·SS at 7:30 p.m. Two skydiving Iilms will be
shown. Professional skydivers will be in attendance to answer questions.
Information on instruction will be available. Everyone is welcome. Don't
miss this opportunity to participate in the ultimate sport.

BLUE KEY
Blue Key members: There will be a meeting Wednesday, February 6 at
6:15p.m .
A.S,C.~,

On Wednesday, February 6 at 8:00 p.m. in room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the American Society of Civil Engineers will have a
meeting. The guest §peaker will be Mr. J . L. McCarty of the Caterpillar
Tractor Co. who will be speaking on Marketing at Caterpillar. Refreshments
will be served and memberships will be available after the meeting. A door
prize will be given away and everyone is invited to attend.

FRIDAY
GDIPARTY
Friday at 9:00 p.m . at TEC. Members free . Non·members nominal charge.
Memberships will be sold.

SATURDAY
ROUND-BALL
The Basketball Miners take on the Central Missouri State Mules currently ranked number one in the nation in NCAA Division 11. Tip·oll at
7:30, free with a UMR!D.

AEPIPARTY
Saturday Alpha Epsilon Pi is sponsoring a campus party for Theta Tau
Ugly Man Charity. The action starts Saturday night after the Miner CMSU
basketball game. See you at NO.4 Fraternity Drive. Be there, Aloha!

MONDAY
HELIX
Helix will have its first meeting of the semester Monday, February 4, 198()
at 7:00 p.m. in the Chemistry Building. Everyone with an interest in Life
Science is invited to attend!

NODAY
MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing reqUirements for a degree at the end of the spring
semester, you should make application for that degree by going to the
Registrar's Ol/ice at your earliest convenience . The Registrar's Ollice will
not be able to include you with other students. finishing undergraduate and
graduate degrees on May 18 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.
SWE SPRING SCHOLARSHIP
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting applications for their
1980 Spring Scholarship Program . Qualified candidates are eligible for nine
scholarships, varying in amount from $200 to $t,500. All SWE administered
scholarships are open only to women majoring in engineering in an ac·
credited university. Recipients will be notified approximately May t , 1980
and will receive the awards for use during the 1980-81 school year. Completed
applications must be postmarked no later than March 1.
Interested students can pick up an application in the Minority Engineering
Ollice: building T-23 .
.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key is accepting applications for Spring 1980 pledging. Application
forms may be picked up at the University Center. They must be returned by
Friday, February 8, to either the Candy Counter or to Marty Dixon at Chi
Omega .
THETA TAU APPLICATIONS
Applications for Theta Tau Omega Honorary Engineering Fraternity can
be picked up at the Candy Counter of the Student Union . Applicants must
have completed at least 50 hours. Return all forms to the Candy Counter by

"The Godfather" is an outstanding movie about Mafia
power
struggles
between
Italian families in New York in
the late 1940's, from the
viewpoint of the family of Don
Carleone.
Director Francis
Ford Coppola's 1972 classic
brilliantly blends a dramatic
plot, realistic violence. · rich
character personalities, and
filming technique to create an
entertaining three-hour sage.
without a frame wated.
The
movie
teems
with
anxious . moments, created by
Coppola's expert use of theme
music, lighting variations and
sudden plot changes. At times
you feel party of the Carleone
family, hurting with each
tragedy that befalls them. It's
not always too clear who the
'bad guys' are, which makes for
a stimulating film for the intent
viewer.

THIS WEEK'S MOVIE
Readers for whom "Watership Down" is a cult object will
doubtless find the animated
screen version of Richard
Adams' tale lacking in those
metaphorical,
humanistic
overtones and undertones that
made this novel about a warren
of freedom·loving bunny rabbits a best seller. The film
treats the story as a straightforward adventure, full of, shall
we say, harebreadth escapes
and ear-chomping fights . It is a
worthy addition to the classic
tradition of screen animation.
Like the great Disney pictures
of the past, it is illuminated by a
darkness and an energy that
rescue it time and again from
blandness and cuteness and
give it those resonances that
will
reverberate
in
your
imagination.

1978 CJ5 JEEP FOR SALE
30.000 miles . GREAT

CONDITION . Make offer .
Call 299-4845 evenings &
weekends.

;~;:~~:.~;:;~~:~.:~::~:~::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ..~~~~-""'!!~-.-'!!"--~!!!!!!!!!~!!~
UPTOWN

SUB Scripts

DID YOU
KNOW WE
DELIVER?
• 10.00 or more
FREE DELIVERY.
Under .10.00,
.1.50 delivery charge
Call 364-8998
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday-Thursday
6:30 a.m. to 11
. Fri. & Sat.

Tomorrow night, the Student
Union Board will be sponsoring
a Leap Year Dance from 9 :00
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in Centennial
Hall. Music will be provided by
Beowoulfe for your danCing and '
listening pleasure. Admission is
free with valid UMR l.D.
S .U .B. presents the ancient
music of the Gerhart Early
Music Ensemble in Centennial
Hall on February 6 at 8:00 p.m .
The
program
consists
of
medieval
through
baroque
music and commentary using a
great variety of early music
instruments.
On Sunday. February 10.
Warren' Beatty stars in his own
production of "Heaven Can
Wait." The film is about a
quarterback (Warren Beatty)
who is summoned to Heaven
before his time. and the chaos
gnd confusion that results from
the errors . Showtimes are a t
4 : 00 p .m . and f.. : 30 p.m . in
Centennial Hall. Admission is
free .
,
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Mini-B'a iaC ap tur es Me ch an ica l Int ere st
By MARY FORD

UMR mechanical engineerng
seniors are currenUy working
on their entry in the 1980 MiniBaja competitions for multiterrain vehicles, this is the third
year they have partiCipated.
This year UMR was invited to
the competition being held at
the University of Delawar e.
There are 26 schools registere d
so far, among those colleges
entered in the contest are:
Dartmou th,
Penn
State,
Delaware, Syracuse, Lee High
and Rochester. Another similar
competition is being held in
Arlington,
Texas.
UMR
received the invitation from the
University of Delawar e first,
and decided between the two
competitions on that basis.
Promine nt
industrial
engineer s have been invited to
judge the eight or nine events.
Last year eight such engineers,
mainly from the automotive
industry, judged on the performances in such categorie s
as :
maneuverability,
durability, cost, tractor pull,
acceleration, customer appeal,
safety and unique features.

The Mini-Baja project is the
final, semester-long assignment for seniors graduatin g
with degrees in mechanical
engineering. They must design
a car that will excel at the afore
mentioned categories, which is
more like designing .a car in
Detroit rather than designing a
car for a soap-box derby, using
an 8'h horsepower engine.
Above all, they can't leak the
design to the competition.
Last season's meet, in May in
Florida, included a bog run, a
course over sand bottom
covered by 18 inches of water.
Vehicles were taking in water
from the encompassing spray,
'and the UMR pit crew decided
that the quickest way to remove
the water was to tip the car on
its side with the driver still
strapped Jn.
The real washout came
during the water maneuve r
ability event; the propellor
broke and the driver swam
back to shore, with UMR's
entry in tow. It weighed 750
pounds, heaviest in com·
petition.
The vehicle won in two
categorie s. it was the least

expensive ($725) and the
stronges t. It out-muscled 19
COlllpetitors in the draw bar pull
by pulling more than 600 pounds
of weight, most of it loaded on a
sand skid.
Richard Knox, who was in
attendan ce, as one of last
seasons' competitors, is in a
situation common to most Qf the
design seniors. He will graduate
in December, leaving completion of the new vehicle, and
the competition, to next
semester 's class. But detachment comes hard for Richard.
"I 'll go to the meet if I'm
anywher e in that area," he
says. "If I can't go, I'll call back
here, for sure, to see' what
happene d."
The secretive design and
construction of the i 980 model is
. underway. The new model, to
quote faculty advisor Tom
Faucett, "is completely different compare d with last years
model. " It will be lighter
(projecte d weight is 350
pounds) and easier to repair,
with fewer and stronger parts.
It will have more grab and pull
with four-wheel drive, and
greater maneuverability from

tank-type transaxle steering mechani cal
engineering
controlled by two levers rather departm ent's display van. The
than a steering wheel. The van normally makes excursions
water propulsion system is new, to Missouri high schools. It is
but the crew is keeping it under stocked with all manner of
wraps. They also have a less repair eqUipment, from welding
strenuou s solution to the bog- torches to screwdri vers. This
water problem.
eqUipment not only helped
Veteran competitor Gary UMR at last year's competition,
Sedlacek, the only student but was used . to aid other
returning for a second year of competit ors in their own
competition, divulged, "We' re repairs. Richard D. Smith,
putting a one-way drain in the mechani cal and aerospac e
body."
supervis or of technical labs,
Construction of the vehicle drives the van and provides
will be finished by January, at technical advice on mainwhich time the mechanical and tenance. According to Tom
land tests will begin. The body Faucett he is "indispensible."
will be attached and water
As a result of their sportperforma nce will be checked smanship , the UMR crew
when the weather warms.
received a standing ovation.
This coming May the UMR Next May there will be a formal
team will travel to the sportsma nship award. UMR
University of Delawar e's .Mini- crew will probably be the frontBaja competition in the runners in that competition.
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Gra de Posting
Rules Re vie we d
By MICHAEL L.
DUNNERMANN

Above are several students inspecti ng UMR's 1980 entry In
the MI!,I Bala competi tion
being held at the Univers ity of Delawa re.
COPI Photo)

Missouri Min er
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
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At a recent meeting of the
Committ ee of Deans, a question
was brought up concerning the
permissi bility of posting of
grades. As a result, a
memoran dum was distributed
to the faculty members . This
memoran dum
states
that
without written permission of a
student, public posting or other
disclosure of that student's
grades by name, initials, .

Visa Check s Okay

UMR Iranian Students
Coping With Problems
By KEN HARDY

in the country. Moss said that of
students at UMR last
'semeste r, only about ten had
any difficulty at all. Most of the
students with difficulty were in
grades. Student visas require
the holder to be in good
academi c standing at a college
or university. About one or two
students had problems due to
that great American tradition
- red tape. A couple of Iranian
students had transfere d here
for the fall semester , and all the
paperwo rk involved had not
been completed when the immigration authorities were on
campus.
One problem which has been
around longer for the Iranian
students in America , but which
is being alleviated to some
extent, is that of money. During
the revolution the flow of money
from home, on which many of
the students rely , was cut ofr.
J CQl\tillue.d'p1) PaQ,l1.6) .. .
81

The student body of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
contains approximately eighty
Iranian students. Since the
onset of the Iranian Islamic
revolution over a year ago,
iranian students in this country
have been faced with many
troubles besides the usual
academi c ones. Among these
are a cutoff of monetary sup·
port from home, and varied
. reactions
by
Americans
frustrate d over the events of
recent months in Iran.
Mr. Louis Moss, the Foreign
Student Advisor for ' UMR,
discussed the situation of the
local Iranians with the Miner.
The most recent action with
which the Iranians in this
country have had to deal was
Presiden t Carter's order in
November for the Immigra tion
and Naturalization Service to
review the visas of all Iranians '

student number or social
security number, either on tests
or for a course, is prohibited
except to the student or to the
student's parents if they
provide half or more of the
student's support and the
student has not reached 23
years of age.
This prohibition of disclosure
is based on the Education
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
as
amended,
·the
HEW
Regulations pursuant to that
act, and to the Collected Rules
and Regulations of the Board,ofCurators . Section 6.04, approved by the Board on April 29,
1977. Copies of these documents
may be viewed in the
Registra r's Office.
The present form of grade
reports will remain unchanged
but the tear sheet labled
"Posting Copy" will not be
used. Suggestions made to
notify the student of a grade are
as follows :
1. Tell the student personally
and privately .
2. Hand the student a written
report of the results.
3. The student will be asked to
leave a self addresse d envelope.
4. The student could be given
a unique code and the grades
posted in this manner. A random ordering is necessary for
this to work.
5. Secure the written permission of each student in the
class to post the grades by
number of name. Partial class
participa tion can take place
here.
6. Have no posting at all.
These suggestions have all
been presente d to the faculty
members , and it will be left up
to the individuals to make their
de'Cisions:
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Visiting Professor Program·
, .

Metallurgy Authority
Returns To UMR
SOURCE:OPI
It's been a long time between
visits for Professor Mervyn
Willis of · the University of
Melbourne and he's "very
pleased" to be back at the
University of Missouri-Rolla as
a
visiting
professor
in
metallurgical engineering.
An internationally recognized
authority on lead extraction,
'Willis is the first of eight outstanding individuals who will
participate in UMR's visiting
professor program during the
spring semester. He is spending
three weeks (Jan. 2o-Feb. 10) on
campus, conducting seminars,
teaching some classes and
'assisting the department in
research and other areas.
Willis also will present a
lecture on "Liquid Sulfi~es and
Liquid Silicates : Their Role in
Extractive Metallurgy and in
Related Disciplines" at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 29, in 227 Fulton
Hall at UMR. His remarks will
cover
the
thermodynamic
properties and structures of
liquid sulfides in relation to nonferrous metallurgy and the
interaction of some of these
concepts with geology and hightemperature chemistry. The
lecture is open to the public and
will be preceded by a r.eception
at3:30p.m.
Willis' last, and only other,
visit to UMR occurred in 1962
while he was on a Carneigie
Traveling Fellowship.
"One of my colleagues at the
university had received his
master's here <UMR) many
years ago," he says. "That and
the University's r_eputation

very hospitable 'and very
friendly . I enjoy it very much."
And the campus is as happy
about having Willis as a visiting
professor as he is about being
here.

prompted my visit back then."
His present visit is at the
invitation of Art Morr.is,
professor of metallurgical
engineering at UMR. The two
men met at the annual convention of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical,
and
Petroleum
Engineers
(AIME) in February 1978 and
began corresponding. When
UMR began implementing its
visiting professor program, and
Morris
mentioned
the
possibility of a visit here in 1980
for the program and Willis was
more than happy to say yes.
"I 've been looking forward to
this," says Willis. "It's nice to
be able to come back and see a
place again."
And after 18 years, he's
noticed a few changes. "It's a
much bigger town now, " he
says. "It seems to have grown
quite a bit."
He also likes the idea of being
able to settle in a bit in Rolla.
That way, he says, "you have a
chance to visit and get to know
people personally. You also get
a much better idea about the
country and you get to see more
of it than you would if you were
just dashing from motel to
motel.
"People in Australia are very
interested in America," he
continues. "The people here are

"It's an honor for the
department to have a man of
Mervyn Willis' learning and
professional stature," says
Harry W. Weart, chairman of
the metallurgical and nuclear
engineering department. "His
lectures are invariably in·
teresting because of his depth
and breadth of knowledge, and
his visit to UMR will greatly
assist the department's ac·
tivities in lead extraction
research."
Willis received B.Sc. and
M.Sc . degrees in chemistry
from
the
University
of
Melbourne, where he currently
holds the position of reader in
chemical metallurgy in the
department of mining and
metallurgy.

Professor Mervyn Willis. an internationally recognized
authority on lead extraction. is visiting UMR from the
University of Melbourne as part of UMR's visiting
professor program.

Willis' research interests lie
prinCipally in the area of nonferrous metallurgy, 'especially
lead. His recent research
projects include the debismuthizing of lead (particularly the role of antimony)
and the thermodynamics of
sulphur in lead.

10:00 a.m.-8:30 p.in.
Monday thru Soturday
2:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Sunday

Ruby's Happy Hour

6:00-7:30 p.m.
Single Scoop 30'
Double Scoop 60'
Regular Sundae 45'
Rolla. MO

Count your fingers, UI. your to •• ,
U•• whatever-anything goe •.
McDonald', cartons placed Inlld.
Malibu aports coup. f.atur.d outsld •.

KIDS·KIDS·KIDS·ll & und.r

Iring a ••If·mad. ValentIne mad. out to
Ronald McDonald.slgn your name. age.
addr•••. You will r~.lv. a bag of frle.
F.b. 101 !hru F.b. 141h. 1910.

So gel ,Iarted Raila. I.t', , .. who',
Correct tally win. a big prize,

c '_··. ··_·· -.. I ('{\.

!,~~,;;;:",.

364-1313

;~~~~~~~;ii~~~~i~~6~~~~:::

WI'~I.tIII'II'"
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"Breokfost with a Flair"
t'§~~~g~:
Starting F.b. 1, buy a breakfast entr_. 1

~. we'll give you a Flair pen .

......___-c..~~~....~:::")

~

Oft.r good whll •• upply of pen, laat .
*Llmlt on. pen per vl.lt.

~--::S""U:-::N"D'"'A:-;yo---Y---==:-:-:-:--"'---=T:-:U:=ES=:D=-A:-CY::---Y--====-;-:---'--;T;;H:-:U:-:RS=D--:A7Y;--...----;,FR;:-;Ic;;D"A7.Y'---.-~====--, ~:~r~~~~ ~~~:~7~,:~~~oc~~~~d;~,~~.R~~: la;~
Feb . 6-G.rold Shockleford

I

February
Rollo artist Betty Ayars will hold a one man
exhibit at the Rolla Public library February
11 .23, Drowing"s will be for sale. Preview

Sign/ Slone : Aquarius/ Ame,hyst

~~:!~!~:~"~~m

'I
C R
R T
H

~A:q:U:O;':':U:';/ ~A~m:.:'~h:':':'

::::
F.b . l1 -0.bbieHoHmei,ter
Feb . I I-ChrllJ R.clor
Feb 12 MargotetGro ••clos.
F.b : l~Mork Knackstedt
F.b . 17 ·Jam.sWhlttlnglon
F.b . 2" ·00n Bocklage
Feb. 27·J.rry Shononon

E D
A

W

y

Aquarius / Amethyst
Aquarius / Ame,hyst
Aquarius / Am.thyst
Aquarius / Am.thyst
Pisces/ Aquamorin.
Pisces/ Aquomorin.

DAVE'S BARBER SHOP 1

(Rotlo's Clip Joint)
Lloyd shoving cuslomer,
"Would you like anything
on your foee when I'm
finished? "

UMR basketball cooches 2

Malibu Sports Coupe on display at McDonald's?"

co~~I!~
~:~ ~n~~~n:~~ed ~~::~~~~:rglr.~c:~;:~~:'~~n~'~r1:~:~:~'
argument on stralegy .

finolly , Billy deddetd
"Peace 01 ony price ." " I
was wrong :' h. r.penled ,
"Now does Inol sotisfy
CuSlom.r ,"1 nope you 'll 01
you? " "No t" Annett.
leasl leave my nos. ...
shouted , "You must admit I

I

McDonald', gift c.nifkate• . 3rd place-S50.00
McDonald', gift certlflcat ••. NelCI 7 ploc•• -S5.00
McDonald's gift certificates ooch , Correct total will
d.lerm lne winn.r , ln cos. of a tie, winners will .
.har. pdr.•• . If no on. orriv.s al,torr«~ lotol , tne
answer clo.est to right amount wi win . egistrotlon

l---.:s:.::h:;:o,;;w-.;;'n~g;,.O;I:-:M;;:;CD;o::n:.:a:;ld:;.·::.'.:.F.:eb::.~1O;;...;l:7.A;;;p;.;..m:;·:......,t_~S=-;:F.~b~.2~.~.M~'~'h~.!!'.;H*'O'~'_ _. , - _ . , -_ _.,...-_=~P~ilC~.~./:.:A~q~Uo~m~oc:rin::!.*"7====:-:-:=..+_ _.!:w:!!O.~'~ig~h::..:"_·'_---,~f~c~:;~II~,~~ Ro~~~~o!~s:~;!:~;:~:~oC~~~~~~a~:
UMR MEAL PLAN,
Min.r geology prof.nor,
"Can you nom. Ih.
constituents of quartl?"
Min.r , "Plnls ."
"limit 19 sundo.s to
custom.r ,"

SLOGAN NIGHT
"Two all beef pottio. ,
special souc. , lottuc. ,
ch ••s., pickl.s , onions on
a s •• om •• eed bun ,"
Soy it in 2 s«onds.win a
bog of fr l.s .
6 p.m ,-9 p .m .

0

BUBBLE GUM NIGHT 5
I " bubbl . ~ w i n a bog of

3

lrie., ~u~~~~~o.win a
5" bubble-win 0 brook fast .
6 p ,m .. 9 p .m ,
"A Big Moe a day
chases Ihe grouchles
away ."

JOKE NIGHT
Get a chuckl.·w in a bag 01
friel ,

MOb::::,!~~.9h.win 0

7

CANDlElIGHT NIGHT
"A

~~~~~~I~: ~i~~$~~t ot

GOLDEN ARCHES (LUB

6 p ,m ,· 9 p ,m ,

6 p .m .. 9 p.m .

Archie (GA 110). "How did
yo u lind the weothor wh.n

"For breokfost eaters who
like a swoet ,
McDonald's Dan is h can't be
beo" "

"Unexpected guests ,
hungry and tired ?
No ne.d to panic , our
drive· thru·s inspired ,"

Bill (GA 111), "Jus I went
outside and ther. it WOI , "

Sw_t old lady

at McDonald's, Rollo, or Tim Ore. lng Cn.vrolet . No
purcho •• n«e.. ory . Employ_. of McDonald'. and

witnessing tho UMR
Tug of Wor

at Tim Dr.slng Ch.vrol.t ond McDonald's , Rollo .

To~:n:i::~;~ 'f:Ot~I~~1

you were away ?"

to

g·~:1 ~~~~.•

!:;I~I;,s~~n~:~,v:lllrtb:n:n~:~:.:I~!~;;,iI~~sl;:;

it

and

Mlne,..1 Mlnersl Minerai
'
"UMR Mysl.ry Hunt" Itortl F.bruary . Ch«k "your"
UMR Men~:7~:;=~'al •• Jan.

1----""u""M=-.-::M-=-EA""L-:P::-LA""N::-.....,Ort--..,S:-:LOG~A'"'N;-:N:::IG=H';-...,Ir;I+----:w""H:::,::s,::-LE::.:::.s-:N"',G:"CH""'''1"2t-----;''''.,''CK::-:-:NI'''G"''H''"'--;1'''3t--:C::A"''N=-OL::,""LI-=-G"'H,::-N:::,-=-G"'H'::-;-1741-------'I"S+----------;I.,.J' ~llh~:~:o:~:~~;;i:~~I.
Min.r prof , "What Is 0
monarchy?" Mln.r . "A

"Choosy ch .... choos.rs
olwoys lOy cnees. ploo,e

Kin;~I~e,o::;~1 ~~o

:~:;.:h~ I~.~~~h:

would r.lgn aft.r th. King
di.s?" Min~ , "Th. Queen ,"
.Mln.r prof . "And if the
Qu ••n dl.J':~~~lner . "Th.
UMR MEAL PLAN

,~~:; ~~~~~i.~r~~

17

about nltrat.s? "
Min.r "W.t! , .r, th.y·r. a
lot

ch~~:.~~on day

burg.rs

01

6

p~~~~ge~,m,

McDonald', ,"
"Egg McMullin onother
grool nom. ,

Soy it In 2 seconds-win a

6b:~m~~:r~~~ .

SLOGAN NIGHT

Cont~~:;=;a:~ ~~:.~old's
11

"Th.r.'s more In th. m iddle
of on Egg McMuffln thon an
egg

Wolf whllll.·win a bog of
frl.s , Whistlo Oi xl.·win a

I~ ::H7~~~'· of

LAUGH NIGHT

L~~:fo;r~s~~:~~si;:: a
m lnut.-win 0 burg.r .
6 p ,m .. 9 p .m .

"Athlel ic competilion o n

AIt:~;:~~n;':~C~:~:'ld'S

Soy it in 2 seconds-win 0
bog of frl.s .
, 6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

UMR MEAL PLAN

BUBBLE GUM NIGHT

QUIZ NIGHT

I " bubbl ... wln a bog 0 1
IrI.s . 3" bubbl.· win a
burg.r . S" bubbl.win a
brookfost .
6 p .m . .9 p ,m .
"Hot cok •• and sousog. the
McDonald's way.
With bull.r & syrup mok.s
for 0 ploosant day ."

1 of J · w ln a bog of Ides .
3 of 3·wln 0 burge, .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

Min.r

c~ ,

"No-o cut.
.ngln . . r ,"

djs~u;::~.:~k: t~:~~~st.
6 p ,m .. 9 p .m .
"Bou crobby , Won'l g.t oft
your bock .

~~~~\Ii~ ~c~n~:>

19

"Ther. or. 7,999 drops of
croomy goodn.n in our
chocol at • • hak •• . "

Min.r prot , 'Whal k.pl you
oul of clOII y"t.r ·
doy- acut. Indlg.stlon ?"

Card Irick ·wln a bog of
fri.s . Coin trick · win 0

with your dot. ,"

CALL OF THE WILD

ho;~~~T

Wolf
a bog of
frl.1 Tortan
11 In a
burg.;, COyot ....:o~7.win a

b~~:!:':~!:~:'i~~ ~'i;'

Maca ,
Als.o

26

"Awoken in Ihe morn and
I_ling down ,
You "eed Ic.rambled eggl ,
sQuloge and hos h brown ,"

20

Quo~:/ound.rs

&

~~~~~~~;; 'P~~~.~oel

&

IMITATION NIGHT

27

ImilO'e a movie sior - w i n 0

bog of frl .s . Im ito'e on
an imo I· win

0

burger . 1m ·

il0le a laughing hyvno. w in
o b,eok'os1.
6 p .m .· 9 p .m .

"A Fish ot FiI.t
Will brighten your doy ,"

"A Big Moc. a _snoke and
6

p,~~.~,'~ ,m.

CANDleliGHT NIGHT

O.wey Allgood 'Tv. gol
lick." for th. ~hOOler ,"

UMR W men', Ba.ketball Relays
S.mi.flnol. Fe: 6 , Finals Feb , 13 at holt· time. both

"Corloinly' "

Vi Allgood , "Good , I'll storl
droni ng ot once ,"

B.outiful widow , "Thon
close the door 01 you pon

D.wey , "PI &Ole do , The
tlck.1$ are lor tomorrow ."

hom. bask.tball gam •• , Admission fr_ .
UMR Men'. Tug of War
Storted Jon . 29 ond continues at half tim. during all
hom. conf.r.nc. bask.tball gom.s . February dotes
or. F.b , 2. 7 , II , 2~oan~!::~~. on 27 . ·F.b , 7·Non

Be ouliful widow , "Would
you put yourself oUI

Roy

"A condlol ight dinner 01
McDonald's for two ,
Could ~:ro:n~o:~~~,?ny lor

Ri99:~rC~.:~·~we1ljng,

21

22

ot~~~~~lr~~~~'ue:~I~clive Soro~, Pw'o.n",oon ,'oobd,.,u,.~9iSI ,
on 0 " 6
9
c ,
p.m ,· p.m ,

"The;:~~:~~~~~; :ri:::, 10 a

Druggist , "What kind of a
Soroh ,

,~~b;::i~'w on. ,"

UMR Men', Schedul.,·F.b.
I, 2. 19 & 26,

SECRETARIES

Hom. only, Iwlmmlng.Feb.

Ri9hlb~:~;I:;s:7ins a

' /1
)
tT/;o
. ~

/

_

~!~t~~~:::~F~~:ct6~1~';F~h

IJ

_ /'

cuTs~;::~s~~~~:::O~i~: & O:::::~~I::~::i~~:il:o~, A~."_-_~
_ _ _··_
you .
CANDLELIGHT NIGHT 28

"Seats ' or 1.... romontics .
Tobl., lor Iwo .
Na '.servOl lO"5 , pleose
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
" Sighs 01 contenlmenT . a
famllior lov"d ,

From Egg Mullin d lnerl ,
pleosure, abound ."

Teomof~~::~~

~~Imc:'·'-&-h-on-d-'-o-m-ono-.••·. I

1.lIer ,"
29

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Rolla High School·Feb.

F:~:;~:.::I~~~.·~~~~~·Fv~~~'I~~~:~.- ~:~r;~:I~~~~,

F.b~~S;;~~:;:~ ::;~co.
LAURA CROW

Secretarle. Corner
NSA monthly m_lIng February 12, 1980 , Them.·
Fr••• nt.rprl.e. Guests welcom.1 Call 3-41·"171 ,
Nominate YOUR .«retory 01 s.cr.tory ot tho Mon·
th o Writ. Barbara L_ , Rt , 3 , St . Jom.s , MO 65559 ,
For Grode & Junior High
"How can you mok. 0 .Iow hone fOlt? "

W. cot.r 10 all ages , No
NOI. , single mol. , lodoy'.
fun ! No muss! Call usl
tho end
leap yeor is h.r. , your eor
you musllend ,
341 ·2190. o.k for Sharon or
00tm9 steody , enjoy whllo
monog.r .
you can
Nom...
-:McOonold's birthday coke • . Answ·
Sh. proposes- you 're 0
Fill aut and give to mgr ,·win a bog of triM .
ovollobl. for home porl l.s ,
mar ried man .

·-=============I

CREW PEIISON OF THE MONTH

DONNA PIERCE
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Chosen from 7000 colleges--

Make Who's

Eleven Miners
SOURCE:OPI
of
Eleven
University
Missouri-Rolla students will be
listed in the 1979-80 edition of
Who's Who Among Students in
American
Colleges
and
Universities.
Students were selected by a
campus nominating committee
and editors of the annual
directory on the basis of their
academic
achievements,
service to the community
leadership in extracurricular
activities and future potential.
Those listed were chosen
from more than 1,000 institutions of higher learning in
all 50 sates, the District of
Columbia and several foreign
countries. The directory has
been published since 1934.
UMR students named this
year are:
Martha J. Heinze is a senior
in chemical engineering. She
has been secretary of the UMR
Student council, the student
chapter - of the American Institute of chemical engineers
and of Omega Chi Epsilon and
Phi Eta Sigma, honor fraternities. She is also a member of
Tau Beta Pi, engineering honor
fraternity, and of the society of
Women Engineers.
Steven Dale McHenry is a
junior in chemical engineering.
McHenry is currently president
of the Student Council. An honor
student, he has been president
of Phi Eta Sigma and is a
member of Omega Chi Epsilon,
both honor societies. He is a
member of Beta Chi Sigma,
collegiate
scouting
organization, Pi Kappa Alpha,
social fraternity, and the
student
chapter
of
the
American institute of chemical
engineers.
Frank V. Danzo is a senior in
'engineering
management.
Danzo is president of Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity. He
has been vice president of the
Interfraternity Council and
recording secretary of Kappa
Sigma, social fraternity . He is a
member of the Committee of
Student Affairs, Blue Key,
service society, and the student
chapter of the American Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers.
Susan A. Leach is a senior in
geological engineering. She is
president of the Student Union
Board and has been vice
president of the Kappa Alpha
(social
fraternity)
Little
Sister's group, and of the
Association of Engineering
Geologists.
She
is
a
cheerleader, a member of
Alpha Phi Omega and Blue
Key, service organizations,
Wesley Foundation, relil!ious

student directory. An honor
student, he was elected to
membership in Eta Kappa Nu,
electrical engineering honor
society. other memberships
include student chapters of the
American Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
and the Society of Automotive
Engineers.

group, and Zeta Tau Aipha,
social sorority.
Roger L. Boyer is a senior
majoring in nuclear and
mechanical engineering. He
has been preSident, vice
president and secretary of
Circle K and treasurer of Blue
Key, service organizations. He
has served as secretary of the
Interfraternity Council, and as
rush chairman, second vice
president and treasurer of Beta
Sigma Psi, social fraternity. He
is also a member of Beta Chi
Sigma, collegiate . scouting
organization, and the student
chapters of the American
Nuclear Society and the
of
American
Society
Mechanical Engineers. He is a
member of Theta Tau honor
society.

Billie F. Spencer, Jr. is a
junior majoring in mechanical
engineering. Spencer is an
honor student, enrolled in the
mechanical engineering honors
program and a General Motors
Scholar. He is captain of
wrestling team and has served
as preSident, treasurer and
pledgemaster of M-Club. He has
also been vice president of the
student chapter of the Society of
Allied Weights Engineers, and
is a member of the American
SoCiety
of
Mechanical
Engineers. He is also a member
of Pi Tau Sigma, mechanical
engineering honor societv.

Matthew G. Baebler is a
graduate student in engineering
management and received his
B.S. in mechanical engineering
at UMR in July, 1979. He has
been vice president, recording
secretary and alumni secretary
of Sigma Pi, social fraternity,
and judicial board chairman of
the Interfraternity Council. An
honor student, he served as vice
president of Phi Eta Sigma and
is also a member of Pi Tau
Sigma and Theta Tau, honor
societies. Other memberships
include Newman Club, religious
group, and the student chapter
of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
Tony Avena received his B.S.
in
electrical
Degree
engineering in winter commencement exercises at UMR.
He has served as preSident, vice
preSident, and treasurer of Beta
Sigma Psi, social fraternity,
and
president
and
vice
president of Alpha Phi Omega,
service organization. He was
also a member of Intercollegiate Knights and Blue
Key , service organizations, and
served as editor of the Blue Key

Philip R. Bissey received the
B.S.
in
engineering
management in December. He
has served as vice president of
the Interfraternity Council and
of Triangle, social fraternity.
He has also been secretary of
Blue Key and vice president of
Alpha Phi Omega, service
organizations. He is a member
of the student chapters of the
American
Management
Association, the American
Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers, the Society of
Automotive Engineers and the
American Institute of Industrial
Engineers.

Who

Union Baord and was elected to
membership in Phi Eta Sigma,
honor society. She is also a
member of the Society of
Women Engineers.
Michael J . McEvilly is a
senior ~ajoring in civil
engineering. He has been
preSident, vice president and
secretary of Intercollegiate
Knights, service organization;
secretary and chaplain of Tau

Kappa EpSilon, social fraternity, and secretary of Chi
Epsilon, civil engineering honor
society, and of Alpha Phi
Omega, service organization.
He is also a member of Blue
Key, service group; Tau Beta
Pi, national engineering honor
fraternity; Kappa Mu Epsilon,
mathematics honor society, and
, the student chapter of the
American SOCiety of Civil
Engineers.

PROFESSORS

AND
HOMEOWNERS
WHAT
Security and Alarm System demonstration
for business & home use.

WHERE
1100 Elm. In the basement of the
Phone Shop.

WHEN
February 5 from 6 p.m. to 9 p .m.

WHY
To protect your home and family from
burglary and fire.
The entrance and parking is at the rear
of the building. Hope you will attend! ! !

Dan Dalton-Security and Alarm Specialist

Martha L. Dixon is a senior in
engineering mechanics. She
was founding president of
Sigma Chi Omega, local social
sorority, and charter vice
president of Chi Omega,
national social sorority. She
was also pledge trainer for the
Crescents of Lambda Chi
Alpha, little sisters group.
Dixon has served on the Student

Hughes Aircraft
Company?
Don't think aircraft when you think of Hughes (we
don't build them). Think satellites. Think the first working
~ser. Think the Norway-to-Turkey electronic air
defense system for NATO.
Think you'd like to talk with the electronics leader?
We'd like to talk with you before graduation. Ask your
placement office for dotes the Hughes recruiters will
be interviewing on campus.

,r- ------ --- -------- ,,

:, HUGHES:,
L __________________

J

Creating a new world with electronics

Learn about the great opportunities
available In the areas Of:

AN EQUAl. OPPORTUNITY EMPtOYER M/F

Shaft
Ope{l 11 a .m.-l a.m. daily

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine
Rolla, Missouri

SICN UP TODAYI
Motorola recruiters will be Interviewing

on campus

February 19

HOT SANDWICHES
HOT CHILI

'mme

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCES

®
n

MOTOROLA INC.
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Missouri's Coal Reserves Draw Research
SOURCE:OPI
The quality of coal, coupled
with climate, topography and
availability of experts, makes
Missouri the right place for
research on a question the
Environmental
Protection
Agency urgently wants answered : Can the nation
quadruple its coal mining and
use without also quadrupling
potential heal th problems?
Coal, one of the country's
most plentiful fossil fuel
reserves, contains trace cqntaminants which some say have
disease-causing potential. But
no one knows whether surface
mining of coal actually affects
the health of surrounding
populations. To find out, EPA is
funding a $350,000 study based
at the University of MissouriRolla.
In seeking to show whether
there is any correlation between disease and coal resource
development - and if so, what
- the project's investigators
~re fully aware that they walk a
tight line between energyhungry and health-conscious
factions. The project's director,
Bobby
Wixson,
an
environmental health professor at
UMR, is among the first to point
out that it is as important to

show there is not an association
as it is to show there is an
association.
"UMR's research deals with
midwestern coals in what is
known as the Western Interior
Coals Basin, which includes
Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma as
well as Missouri," Wixson says.
"Coal in this region contains a
wider variety of contaminants
than other U.S. coals, and there
are large amounts of some of
the most dangerous contaminants : arsenic, mercury
and zinc."
Any notion that previous
toxicity studies are adequate to
the task is quickly laid to rest by
the project's co-director, Nord
Gale, assistant professor of life
sciences at UMR. " The data
base for correlating health
effects with trace substances is
not that strong. Some of the
very obvious things - the very
toxic
substances
where
minimum
concentrations
produce
overt
physical
manifestations are fairly well
worked out. But we 're talking
about subtle effects - longterm, chronic exposure to trace
substances. What are the healtlJ

effects? We do not know. We're
in a brand new ball game. "
Researchers say that if
contaminants are going to show
up, they will show up in water.
"The entire west central part
of Missouri is typified by a
heterogeneous Pennsylvanian
shale bearing seams which can
create some cruddy water,"
says Gale. "It has a high solids

content - high salts. Is that a
reason for concern? We don't
know. Agitating the surface working those top layers of
shale through strip mining
efforts - may aggravate the
situation
accentuate
something that is already there.
The question is how much is it
going to accentuate. How much
difference is there going to be in

the water quality Of towns
immediately adjacent to that
mining activity as compared to
some of the individual wells
well removed from the minin~
activity. If there is a positive
correlation between health
effects and those trace substances dissolved in the
drinking water there, it ought to
show up in our study."

Iranian Students Stay
( Continued From Page 3)
According to Moss, the money
has begun to flow again, but
with many delays. In addition to
the long time it takes for the
money to arrive from Iran,
delays · exist in completing
documentation to clear it from
Carter's freeze on Iranian funds
in this country.
American reaction against
Iranians is an ongoing problem
facing the Iranian students in
America. According to Moss,
the Iranians at UMR are doing
well by avoiding situations that
. frustrated ire by

Americans anxious about the
situation overseas. He said that
the students are here for
engineering, not for politics.
The Iranians were very
cooperative with immigration
authorities who visited Rolla
and are coping with the
American reaction in a very

responsible way, said Moss.
If any Iranian student at
Rolla would be willing to talk.
anonymously if necessary, to
discuss their feelings about the
events taking place in their
homeland. please contact the
Miner office.

African Total
Eclipse Draws
Scientists
By
MICHAEL L. DUNNERMANN

'"

ii:i~
II''I'"

On Feb. 16, about a hundred
American scientists will travel
half way around the world to
spend a few short minutes in the
darkness. This darkness will be
caused by the solar eclipse that
will occur over parts of Africa
and India. This will be a natural
wonder that passes over at a
single spot every 300 years. The
next total eclipse to pass over a
populated vacinity in North
America will be in 1991 over the
valley of Mexico.
A solar eclipse is caused when
the moon passes between the
sun and the earth, thus casting
a shadow upon the earth's
surface. If seen from space, this
shadow would look like a sphere
of 100 miles in diameter, raCing
at several hundred miles an
hour. A partial eclipse shall be
seen for thousands of miles
along its eastward path.
Scientists are espeCially
interested when a total eclipse
takes place because at this time
study can be made on the sun's
corona. Its shape and size is a
factor of the activity on the
sun's surface at this speCific
moment. This activity pertains
to the sunspots, fl ares and
explosions that can be observed
over a period of ti me, and
predict the fu ture activity of the
sun. During this eclipse in Feb.,
the activity should be at its
most violent peak of its eleven
year cycle.
The eqUipment being used at
this time will be aboard airplanes, rockets, space staellites
and at many of the observatories throughou t the
world.
Amateurs
and
professionals will photogr aph
and record as much data as
possible during the few short
minutes. A co mmon goal of
both, to learn of the forces
controlling the sun's energy,
and its effect on the earm.

HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.
If you're th inking about a
technical position after graduation, thi nk about this.
How many companies can
offer you a nuclear submarine
to operate? The answer is none.
Equipment like this is available
only in one place - the Navy.
The Navy operates over half
the nuclear reactors in America .
So o ur t rai ni ng is the broadest
and most comprehensive. We
start by gi ving you a yea r of
advanced technical ed ucation.
I n graduate school. this would
cost you thousands, but in the
Navy, we pay you.
Once you're a commissioned
uclear Propulsion Officer,
you'll earn a top salary. Over

$24,000 a year after four years.
And you'll be responsible for some
of the most advanced equipment
developed by man .
The Navy also has other
opportunities in surface shi ps
and aviation assignments. If you
are majoring in engineeri ng.
math or t he physical sciences.
contact your placement office to
find out when a Navy representat ive wi ll be on campus. Or send
your resume to:
Navy Offi cer Programs.
Code 312-R379.
4015 Wilson Blvd ..
Arl ington. VA 22203.
The avy. When it comes to
nuclear training, no one can give
you a better start.
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

(Is Iran Next?
Lewis H. Gann
and

Peter i>utgoan

Drs. Gann and DuIgnan are
Senior Fellows at the Hoover
Institution, Stanford University.
The weakest link in the
Western chain of defense is to
be found. not in North Western
Europe. but in the Middle East.
The
area
is
politically
fragmented and internally
unstable. It is. moreover. an

economic terms. this dictatorship has not been successful; discontent is rife.
Soviet rule can be cemented at
home. however, by' successes
abroad that will convince
Russians and foreigners alike
that the regime, for all its
failings. is irresistible. and that
it is useless to swim against the
"tide of history ."
Moreover.
the
Great
Russians. the Soviet Union's
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inestimable prize. In its secret
dealings with Nazi Germany in
1940. Moscow insisted that "the
area south of Batum and Baku
in the general direction of the
Persian Gulf" was theirs. They
have not wavered in this
strategic design.
Soviet access to Iran would
strengthen Soviet naval might
in the Indian Ocean. menace
Turkey. Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
as well as outflank Pakistan.

leading ethniC group, are
becoming a minority within the
nation 's border. Given the high
birth rate of the country's Asian
population, this process will
speed up; future a steadily
increasing proportion of Red
Army soldiers will be Muslims.
The strength of national sentiment is increasing among the
minority groups. Soviet control
over the independent Muslim
states would not solve the Soviet
Union's internal problems. but

"we should not be surprised if ...
'Soviet Troops Invade Iron.·"
The strategic posItIon In tne
Middle
East
would
be
revolutionized - in the soviet
Union's favor - and oil control
would belong to Russians not
Arabs.
An occupation of Iran would
thus have far-reaching advantages for the soviet union
from the economic standpoint
as well . Soviet domestic oil
resources are diminishing ; the
U.S.S.R. is technologically
behind the West. and less likely
therefore to develop alternate
sources of power. To the
Western world. the Middle East
is vital. Whatever substitutes
we may develop for oil in
future. we now rely to a considerable extent on Middle
Eastern oil for our prosperity.
Without this oil. the U.S.
economy would be seriously
restricted. Deprived of Middle
Eastern oil. the economies of
Western Europe and Japan, the
inworld's
most
highly
dustrialized regions outside the
U.S.A .. the Red Army would not
actually have to hOist the Soviet
flag over Bonn. Paris. London.
and Tokyo; a stranglehold over
the vital oil supplies would
serve the Soviet Union just as
well. by enabling them to force
America's allies out of NATO.
gain political concessions and
effectively
"Finlandize"
Western Europe and Japan.
Control over the Middle East
would also serve Soviet
domestic ends. The "armed
dictatorship of the proletariat"
has long since turned into the
armed dictatorship over the
proletariat. exercised by a new
ruling class of salaried party
functionaries and ideologues. In

might at least lessen the threat
of outSide subversion from
militant Islam.
From ttie military standpoont. an occupation of Iran
should be no more difficult than
-the occupation of Afghanistan.
provided it is carried out with
speed. surprise. and overwhelming force. Not for ' the
Soviets the American strategy
of sophisticated pressures. and
slowly accelerating advance
applied in Vietnam. Given the
geographical proximity of the
Soviet Union. given its military
superiority over NATO in the
.conventional field. given their
new ability to move troops.
arms and supplies in large
numbers by air. given their new
bases in Afghanistan. the Soviet
High Command should be able
to expect a rapid success.
Would not Islamic guerrillas
resist the infidel to the deathj ?
Would not the U.S. intervenej?
Iran is a fragmented country.
Its administration is shattered;
its armed forces have become
ineffective ;
factions
fight
against
factions ;
mobs
dominate the capital; the ethniC
minorities are in a state of
uproar. The Tudeh Party, a
loyal pro-Moscow communist
party. is small. but well
disciplined and would make an
admirable Fifth Column. Iran
would no more likely become a
Soviet
Vietnam
than
Afghanistan. As every Soviet
strategist knows, the Vietnam
war was not won by guerrillas.
but by the employment of
conventional forces; it was
massive deployment of North
Vietnam armored diviSions that
finally crushed the Saigon
regime. The Soviets are not

1 'Free To Choose'

strangers to the art of using
militant Muslims for their own
end. 'l'he initial revolutions in
Afghanistan and South Yemen
were started by militant
Muslims at the time when the
communist party called for a
"historic compromise" between revolutionary Islam and
Marxism-Leninism.
This
compromise then ended. in the
best Leninist fashion. with the
liquidation of the communists'
erstwhile allies. Khomeini can
probably expect a similar fate.
The Americans. for their
part. are ill placed to intervene.
They lack. for the time being.
adequate bases in the Indian
Ocean and the Middle East.
Even if they now embark on a
rapid rearmament program to
make good their failure to keep
pace with Soviet armed forces
over the last decade. it will take
them at least four years to
catch up. The American intelligence agencies have been
hamstrung ; the Special Service
units have been disbanded; no
American presidential candidate would dare. for the
moment. to reintroduce the
draft. Even President Carter's
limited grain boycott has met
with
much
opposition.
Politically. the Iranian regime
has isolated itself; it is hard to
imagine that Americans should
suddenly be willing to die for
Khomeini. Concerned scholars
and
peace-loving citizens.
cautious officials in the State
Department
and
militant
students would be quick to point
out that strife-torn Iran might
actually benefit from Soviet
"stabilization." From a Soviet
Marshal 's standpoint, now is
the time to strike, before the
Americans rearm and before
the opposition solidifies.
History is not predictable.
Folly, hesitation and incompetence are common on the
other Side of the hill, as well as
on ours. But given America's
present state of weakness.
given the state of Western
public opinion. we should not
permit ourselves to be lulled
into .a false sense of security.
The 1980's threaten to be
dangerous years. And we
should not be surprised if a
future
headline
should
proclaim, in heavy ' bhick
print!: "Soviet troops invade
Iran."
(c) Public
cHeated, 1980

TV Series
By CbrIstopher Flannery
Americans are faCing great
choices in the decade ahead,
choices that will shape the
destiny of their nation and
determine the mode of life of
the coming generation. We are
often led to think that the really
great decisions are beyond our
control. that they reside in the
impenetrable inner sanctums of
some government bureau or
corporation suite, or even that
they have been already decided
by the ineluctable logic of
History. But this is not the case.
We are masters of our destiny.
and we shape that destiny every
day by the choices we make for
ourselves and our fellow
citizens.
This point is made emphatically in a series being
aired on public television for ten
consecutive weeks beginning
January 1l. The series is entitled FREE TO CHOOSE, and
features Nobel Prize-winning
economist Milton Friedman,
who tours the world and joins
with articulate spokesmen for
different points of view to
consider the key social and
economic questions of our day.
What, after all, is the solution
to inflation? More government
controls over the economy,
more government spending? Or
a reduction in the printing of
money by the federal government and in the deficit spending
practiced for the past few
decades? Wittingly or unwittingly, Americans answer
this question daily by the
representatives they elect and
the poliCies they support. A
wrong answer could mean
economic disaster, a right
answer, stable and prosperous
lives for ourselves and our
children. The issue rests with
us.
What about our naggmg
education crisis? Do we devote
yet more tax dollars to public
schools to try to improve their
admittedly
dismal
performance? Or do we make
public schools compete with
private schools, forcing them to
improve their record or shut
down? This too is in the power

Carter Power

of citizens to decide, by supporting or opposing a voucher
system that would relieve
parents from paying for public
schools that are not dOing their
jpb.
What do we want our future to
be like? Do we want more
"security" through an expanded, benevolent central
government? Do we want more
welfare programs? Are the
risks and pitfalls of a free
economic system too great a
price to pay for the individual
liberty that goes along with it?
Or is the mentality of the
"welfare state" destructive of
the individual self-reliance and
responsibility on which this
country was built and are
government agencies gradually
encroaching on our , most
cherished personal liberties?
Again, what is the heritage .
that we have received from our
forefathers and that we wish to
pass
down
to
future
generations? It is indeed a
heritage of EQUALITY as
proclaimed in our Declaration
'of Independence. But what do
we mean when we say equality?
Do we want our institutions to
provide "an equality of outcome"
whereby
everyone
reCeives equal rewards and
benefits regardless of effort
expended, or skills acquired, or
the unequal talents with which
unique individuals are endowed?
Do we want our children to be
guaranteed equal material
advantages whether they are
shiftless
or
industrious,
careless
or
responsible,
whatever their virtues or vices?
Or do we want them to have an
equal chance to win distinction
by their honest efforts. to rely,
not on public benevolence, but
on themselves, to prosper according to their deserts, gaining
honor . and advancement by
their own initiative and perseverance?
We must answer these
questions. We do answer them,
every day, either by action or
by inaction, by contributing to
vital decisions on these subjects
or by defaulting to the decisions
made by others. They are not"
easy decisions, but they press
upon us unrelentingly, like it or
not. A small time spent in
getting informed about them
would be a worthy investment.
Watching FREE TO CHOOSE
could be a good way to begin.
In freedom is responsibility.
We are indeed FREE TO
CHOOSE the kind of world into
which our children will be born.
If we choose wisely and pass
along to them a strong, just and
prosperous nation, we shall
have deserved their honor and
vindicated the cause of liberty
itself. If we fail, and leave
behind us a legacy of oppreSSion, poverty and defeat,
we cannot shift the blame to
some inscrutable forces beyond
our control. " The fault, dear
Brutus, is not in our stars, but in
ourselves. "
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No telling how much they spent on this vestibule
UMR is now accepting bids to build a vestibule on tile front of tile library. Hopefully, It
designed to reduce heat loss from the Mechanical
will replace the body-crushing doors that are there now- the ones that always say "Use
Engineering Building. Ever had a class in there on the
Other Door".
.
( Photo by Caswell) first floor? There are no rooms on campus any hotter and
more uncomfortable.
( Photo by Caswell)

How many students' "Incidental Fees" went to pay for tIIis $33,000 masterpiece behind
the Chancellor's home?
( Photo by Caswell)

. . UMR is also accepting bids to put automatic electric
doors at this entrance at Tho,!,as JeHerson Hall.
. (Photo by Caswell)
-

Are you one of the masses of asses who go with the
flow, or con you take charge, handle a challenging,
rewarding part ti~ job? Want to fill your pockets
with green? If so , call 364-5770 for interview . Must
hClve transportation. We will tra in.

HAVE A DEGREE IN
SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING?

'r'U11:J
If so, put that deg-ee to wori< in the United States Air Force.
The Air Force has job openings for science and engineering

officers in many professional areas. Find out if one of them is
yours . Then ask about that excellent Air Force salarv . . the
executive experience ... the worldwide assignments . .. Iiv·
ing quarters ... 30 days of paid vacation a year ... medical
and dental care ... and many other Air Force benefits. It 's
one of the finest opportunities in the na tion . For information .
contact

SSgt . David Carlock , 102 West 10th Street .
Rollo , MO 65401 (314) 364-4367

UMR MYSTERY
HUNT
Participants must be registered UMR
students . Purpose of the hunt is to
solve four clues and turn in the
\al,.;~vel-" . Each student will be allowed one clue each week and one
final answer. The clues may lead
you to an object, a student, a professor , a laborer or an area, all of
which are connected with UMR. One
clue will be available each week for
four weeks . Starting the first
week of February. Clues to be
eked up only at Mcbonald's@
Rolla. You must show student
1.0. card . The
answers to the four clues
to be handwritten on the
space provided on Clue
No. 4's form and turned in
to McDonald's@ Rollaby
each participant ONLY .
Deadline to turn in clue
No .4 which includes answers to
Clues I, 2, and 3 is midnight
March 3, 1980. All the answers
turned in will be placed into one
receptacle . Mr. Dewey Algood
will draw names . 1st name w ith
right answers will be winner . Next with right answers will be second, etc . , until there are 100 winners.
PRIZES: ht place, 75 Big Mac Sandwiches; 2nd place-50 Big Mac Sandwiches;
3rd place-30 Big Mac Sandwiches; 4th place-20 Big Mac Sandwiches; 5th
place-IO Big Mac Sandwiches; Next 15 .places-2 Big Mac Sandwiches each;
Next 80 places-1 Big Mac Sandwich Each.
Winners names posted at McDonald's on March 7 , 1980.
ADDITIONAL INCENTIVE
Each clue issued will have a registration form that you can tear off , fill out , &
place in box provided . A weekly drawing will be held and the winners will
receive : ht place· 10 Big Mac Sandwiches; 2nd place-7 Big Mac Sandwiches;
3rd place-5 Big Mac Sandwiches; 4th place-3 Big Mac Sandwiches; 5th Place-2
Big Mac Sandwiches; Next 20 places· Burger Sandwich. Winners names posted
at MeDon old 's weekly . No purchase necessary. All (udges decisions final.
Clues complied by two UMR students In association with McDonald's, Rolla
Public Relations CHlcer .

• great way of life

----------

...

Cam pus Pers onal ity

Dr . Da vi d O ak le y
Dr.
David
L.
Oakley,
professor of music, directs two
departme nts at UMR. One is
the Band Dept., which includes
performa nces at ball games. He
is also a Professor in charge of
the Departm ent of Music and
art, which was separated from
the Humanit ies Departm ent
this past year.
He began his college career
as a chemistr y major at Tennessee Tech. Although he
received certificat ion in math
and chemistr y, Dr. Oakley
graduated with a BS in music at
Tennessee Tech. He received
his MA and Doctorate from
Indiana Universi ty.

F ea tu re s
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M*A*S *H
Irritated that the 4077th is
planning a 'su r prise' party for
him, Hawkeye (Alan Aida, pictured) volunteer s to go to the aid
of a wounded surgeon at the
front , on 'M'A'S' H,' MONDAY ,
FEB. 4 on CBS-TV.
An 'additiona l irritant to Hawkeye is the arri val of Dr. Borelli. a
wisecrac king medical adviser
with
whom
he
habitually
disagrees .
Aida wrote and directed the
episode , which features guest
appearan ces by his father,
Robe rt Aida. as the jocular
medical consu lta nt, and his
brother , Antony Aida, as a young
medi c. Mike Farrell , Har ry Morgan, Loretta Swit , David Ogden
St ie rs and Jamie Farr co-sta r.
CHE.CK LISTINGS FOR EXACT TIME

Early
America n
music
history interests Dr. Oakley. He
has his own library of
publicati ons in this field. His
departm ent is also presently
rebuildin g old instruments to be
put on permanent display at
UMR. These include some of
Dr. Beveridge'S instruments,

Now, that's something that
weighs heavily on the mind, and
I was feeling pretty good about
it until I walked into the station
a few minutes ago and was
informed that the displacement
office said that I had been
signing up wrong and had
cancelled my interview s' and
placed me on the . backup
sheets!? Well, I don't have time
to talk to them right now
because I have to write this, but

boy, now I wonder what I did
wrong and how long they're
gOing to put me away.
I mean, just a few minutes
ago my computerized future
was bright with security. I was
going to be goin!! to work in tall
buildings , great brick and glass
Dagwood
sandwiches
with
layers of carpet and people and
formica, with windows that
never open and music that
never stops. What about my
reserved parking space? What
about my free dental insurance
and pension plan?
Before I fall completely apart
I'd better get to my State of the
Station Address. To make a
boring story short let's just talk
about the end product and some
of the album features you can
catch up on during this week.
This evening at midnight on
Improvis ations Wahrd will be
playing an album by CoryellBeck-Scofield
titled

growth rate of the music
departm ent is greater than the
universit y's growth. Especial ly
in the past five years, the
departm ent has experienced an
enormous expansion. In Fall
The music departme nt offers 1975, there were 1241 student
other items of interest, such as, contact hours per week of music
the music tutor program . This instructio n, and In Fall 1979,
program is open to any student there were 2148 student contact
at UMR, including students hours per week. These hours
with absolutely no music include only hours of Instructio n
background. However, only a not performa nce time.
limited number of students can
Dr. Oakley and his departbe tutored at present; in- ment directly serve JB-20% of
terested students should sign up the student body at anyone
at
pre-regis tration.
The time. In addition, about onedemand is big, and the fourth of the student body
departm ent hopes to expand the receives
music
instructio n
program . The tutor program during their stay at UMR of
includes both intrumen tal and those who never have direct
vocal tutoring. Mrs. Oakley is contact
with
the
music
the tutor for Instruments. Mrs. departme nt, many attend the
Sparlan is the voice tutor.
concerts and other musical
program s put on by the Music
Although the music depart- Departm ent.
ment offers only a minor, it
All in all, Dr. Oakley and his
serves a large part of the departm ent have direct contact
student body. Dr. Oakley cites with a large portion
of the
the fact that, by percentage, the student body.

W ix so n Presents
"The Governor General of
Australia , Sir Zelman Cowan accompanied by Lady Cowan,
was presented by an honor
guard dressed in kilts, to the
music of bagpipes . It was most
impressi ve, " says Bobby G.
Wixson,
professor of environmen tal health and director
of the Center for Internati onal
Program s and Studies at the
Univeris ty of Missouri-Rolla.
Wixson, accompanied by his
wife, LaRue, spent two and a
half weeks this October as
guests
of
the
Australia n
Academy
of
Technology
Sciences. The couple returned
with a wealth of new experiences and impressions of
the "down under"co ntinent.
Wixson presented a paper,
entitled " A Realistic Approach
to
Mining and the Environme nt," at the academy 's
symposium
on
"Minera l
Resources of Australia . " It was
at this prestigious occasion that
the Wixsons met the Governor
General and Lady Cowan.

Gr ou nd wo ve s
Well, it's finally here. A new
decade.
It
seems
that
something profound should be
said about the state of music in
the '70s along with predictions
for the '80s, possibly with a few
words about lifestyles and the
way we treat old people in this
country, or something silly like
that. Right now I'm thinking
about other things tough. Most
importan tly, graduation and
getting a job.

which were donated to the
universit y . Other items will be
on diplsay, such as the Band
Alumni's set of original UMR
band uniforms .

Wixson, incidenta lly, was the
only speaker to receive an
ovation at the conclusion of his
presentation.
Australia , a country roughly
the size of the United States, has
the
second
largest
lead
producin g area in the world
(the largest is Missouri 's own
"New Lead Belt"). SO,the
academy wanted to hear a
report of Wixon's research
work with both government and
industries, that he directed at
the time of the development of
Missouri 's New Lead Belt in the
late 1960's through the mid1970's.
Environm ental planning in
the area - first by the five
companies involved, then with a
UMR research team (directed
by Wixson and supported by
federal and industria l grants)
- has made the area a model
for environm ental practices
which can be adapted by mining
industrie s
throughout
the
world .
"I ' found that Australia 's
mining operations are similar,
or in some instances, more
advanced than ours," Wixson
says. "I was impressed with the

(

environm ental concern shown.
Many of the mining areas had
extensive
revegetation
program s underway, and had
been following this practice for
sometim e.
"Unlike Missouri 's lead belt,
Australia 's biggest problem is a
lack of water. The people have
shown considerable ingenUity in
their solution to one aspect of
the problem. At the more arid
locations, tailings tend to create
a dust problem when the wind
blows them around. In one area,
known as Marshal' s Meadow,
the company scatters rocks
( two to four inches in diameter )
over the tailings and this keeps
the wind from developing a
large volume of blowing dust.
"Another
environmental
solution
developed
there,"
Wixson e"r~ains, " is mixing
tailings with a three-percent
solution of cement and returning it to the mined areas underground. In addition to filling
up the empty spaces, this
enables the company to recover
ore from the pillars originally
left to hold up the roof during

( Continued on Page 10)

Clo's sif ied

J

WANTED: Someone to make a small counting device out of
plastic. Call George at 354-6087 or 364·1971.
FOR SALE: 4 DLK series 2 speakers S325 a pair or all 4 for
$625 . Call Tom 341·2768.

"Tributa ries." Then lets jump
to Sunday and listen· to an
album by John Hammond titled
"Hot Tracks," to be played at
8:00 p.m . Wednesday morning,
at nine, Rick will be playing Ry
Cooder's newest album "Bop
Till You Drop." Wednesday
afternoon on the Bluegrass
Variety Show the famous Unkl
Dave will be featuring "Spring
Thing" by Walnut Valley at
4: 00. At midnight on Wednesday
you can hear Tod Rundgren and
Utopia with "Adventu res of
Utopia." Then next Thursday at
1 p.m. you can catch Niel
Young's "Live Rust" album.
Gentlemen,
start
your
headphones.

SIS REWARD - for return of SR51A calculator . Possibly lost
on Jan. 23 or 24 in Rooms 208 ME, 117 CE, 120 ME, or TEC
building. 341-3686 Randy .

Pers onal

i

TO : Long haired, fOXY , sophomore, CE major with the great
legs.
1 was looking for you last Saturday but didn 't find you. Meet
me at 4 o'clock this Saturday, you know where. Maybe this
time your cute, blond, friend won't just sit there and watch.
From: Big, hairy·ches ted senior.

~-:Uden-;'roo:~. su~-;'r loc:tlon."k#.""

chen and TV room. Reaso nable.
Call Mike after 2:30, 364·9988,
1310 Bisho . '
---ma =. .&aBH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~
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By LINDA PONZER

He said, " Buffalo is just a
man," perhaps that is his most
unusual characteristic; he is
very modest about his accomplishments. Just twentyeight, Buffalo's past seems
crammed full with a centuries
worth of living. He has been
working and on his own since
the age of thirteen. Not many
can claim this kind of independence.
He has held many jobs in his
brief lifetime, they ranged from
hair dresser to laborer to
carnival worker. To have done
so much in such a relatively
short period of time is truly
amazing. Most people get one
job and even if they don' t like it
they stay with it till retirement
comes. They are too insecure to
seek
an
enjoyable
and
profitable form of work, unlike
Buffalo who tried many jobs till
he found one both enjoyable and
profitable.
You wouldn 't expect by
looking at him that he is an
intellectual man. Resembling a
grizzly bear in stature, but
gentle as a lamb, Buffalo is
approximately six feet tall, with
coal black hair and sports a full
beard.
He
has
beautiful
sparkling eyes, the kind that
almost seem alive and dancing.
His many likes include reading,
writing and making horseshoe
nail jewelry. His jewelry is his
livelihood, he makes his way by
selling it at craft shows and
local shops.
One of the things most
fascinating about Buffalo is his
comfortable life style. He
believes in "total freedom for
all peQple, as long as they don't
interfere
with
others'
freedom." Not concerned with
what others may say or feel
about him, he goes through life
doing what he believes in, un-

Wixson
( Continued

pressured by society and it's
reaction to him. He has served
in the Navy and gotten
honorable discharge. Most guys
who have been on their own
from such an early age and for
such a long period of time, have
found themselves in trouble.
Reflecting on his view of life
he quoted the following poetic
verse :

another. That must be why
admire him so much. His life
style and general beliefs are
truly unique.

Using his own words, he
summed up his life by saying,
"Buffalo is just a man. He lives,
breathes, loves and hates. He
creates. He walks his path
alone,. doing his own thing. He

HI do my thing and you do your thing,
I am not in this world to live up to your expectatiQns
Nor are you in this world to live up to mine.
You are you, and I am 1.
And if by chance we find each other it is
beautiful. "
To be like a Buffalo, " living
free and easy," is perhaps
everyone 's desire at one time or

cares not if others disapprove
or censor him. If it feels good,
do it."

Shakespeare Buffs
The University of Missouri·
Rolla
is
looking
for
Shakespeare buffs who like to
travel.
With a grant from the
National Foundation for the
Humanities, UMR is planning
to sponsor ten overnight bus
trips next spring to Kansas city
for handicapped persons with
their traveling companion
anyone over age 55. The UMR
tourists will see "Shakespeare,
the Globe and the World," an
exhibit of material from the
Folger Shakespeare Library in
Washington, D.C., on display at
the William Rockhill Nelson
Gallerv
The trips, which include
trained tour guides and a UMR
faculty member, are scheduled
as follows : Feb. 14-15, Gale
Bullman, Leola Millar and
Nicholas
Knight,
program
21-22,
coordinator;
Feb
Margaret Lloyd and Knight;
Feb. 28-29, Elizabeth Richards
and Jim Wise: March 6-7,

Maxine Stevenson and Patricia
Patton; March 20-21, Ruth
Clark and Beverly Clark ;
March 25-26, Steven Pines and
Douglas Wixson; March 27-28,
Bill Bates and Jim Wise; April
3-4, Joan Dietzman and Barbara Clayton; April 17-18,
Velma Jensen and Douglas
Wixson; April 24-25, Angela
Wollard and Patricia Patton.
The UMR tour program is one
event
in ' a Mid-America
Shakespearean
Chatauqua
supported by NEH through the
University of Missouri. Local
programming centered on the
Shakespeare exhibit will take
place on University of Missouri
campuses in Rolla, Columbia
and Kansas C;ty, and at the
University of Kansas and
Kansas State.
Those interested in participating in the bus tours
should call Dr. Knight, UMR
Humanities
Department,
phone: 341-4631 for reservations.

1

Orpheus

Orpheus,
the 25-member
chamber ensemble that per:
forms without a conductor, will
be at the University of MissouriRolla on Monday, Feb. 11 for an
8 p.m. concert at Centennial
Hall.
The group comes to UMR
from an extensive tour of India
and South Asia under auspices
of the Department of State and
its first tour of Europe.
Created in 1972, Orpheus
began with 15 members. It is
now composed of 25 young
virtuoso musicians who have
ind'i vidually
distinguished
themselves as winners of
national
and
international
competitions, as members of
major American orchestras,
and
as
participants
in
American
and
European
festivals.
Having chosen from the
beginning to rehearse and
perform without a conductor,
Orpheus draws upon the
musical judgement of its individual memb!!rs, anyone of
whom may halt a rehearsal to

make a pomt. Members share
responsibility for all phases of
the musical process, from
choosing repertoire to writing
program
notes.
Seating
positions are rotated to give
everyone the responsibility of
serving as section pricipal.
. The success of such musical
democracy is reflected in
critical comments describing
Orpheus as "stylish, informed,
well intoned and controlled,"
and "playing with perfect
unanimity and a good deal of
sparkle. "
At the Feb. 11 concert, Orpheus will perform four works,
by Mozart, Beethoven, Hindemith and Schubert. The
concert is the third in UMR's
Campus
Performing
Arts
Series.
Admission is by series ticket
or by individual tickets at $5
each. Checks payable to UMR
may be sent with a selfaddressed envelope bearing
first-class postage to: Campus
Performing Arts; G-IO Harris
Hall ; UMR; Rolla, Mo. 65401.

Leap Year Dance
This Friday, February I, the
Student Union Board will be
having a Leap Year Turnabout
Dance. featuring in a return
engagement "Beowoulfe", the
dance will last from 9 until 1
o'clock in Centennial Hall.
"Beowoulfe"
appeared
previously
at
the S.U.B.
Christmas Dance. After their
fine performance the band was
asked to return to UMR for
another show. "Beowoulfe"
plays superb danCing and

listening music ranging from
the "Beatles" to "Steely Dan"
to "Saturday Night Fever."

M
In Leap Year tradition S.U .B.
is offering the traditional
Turnabout Dance, where the
ladies ask the genth:~men to the
dance. If you don't get asked or
have anyone to ask, come to the
dance anyway! The dress will
be semi-formal and an enjoyable evening will be had by
all.

There's a lot
more of these
around
than-you

might think.
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the mining process ... as the
tailing-cement mixture hardens, the ore pillars are
removed."
Although the major portion of
Wixson's work with Missouri's
lead belt envi,ronment was
completed two years ago, he
continues to direct major interdisciplinary research teams
studying trace elements to
allow for mineral resource
development
without
detrimental impacts on environment or human health. His
research interests are aquatic
and industrial waste pollution
control, trace metal effects, and
solid and hazardous waste
disposal.
"I felt a special kinship with
the people in the more remote
areas that I visited," he continues. "At one of the mines the
particualrly
people
were
friendly and compatible. They
were surprised that I could like
and appreciate their wide-open
spaces and the areas with
sparse vegetation. They had no
idea how much it was like my
native West Texas.
"The trip was a great experience for us," Wixson
concludes. "We have both
. brought
back
impressions,
information and material that
will be valuable in our teaching
and to my research projects."
NOTE: Dr. Wixson received
B.S. degree in geology from Sui
Ross in 1960.
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And you don 't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an .
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking th e Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too . Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger 'and a magician.

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford .

Look for Summer job
issue of Inside!:
FordS continuing
series of college

newspaper suppIements.
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Bringing Ancient Mu.sic To Modern Ears
The
GERH.ART EARLY
MUSIC ENSEMBLE brings
ancient music to modern ears.
Re-created are the subtle
panoply of sounds lost for
centuries. There is no modern
instrument as strident as the
shawm or as sweet as the
gemshorn - nothing to compare

with the rich-but-not-brilliant
sacbut, the buzzing krummhorn, or the quiet harp and
psaltry.
Gerhart
Schmeltekopf,
director of the ensemble, is a
professional musician in many
fields, but has taken early
music and instruments out of

KA 's Convivium
On Saturday, January 26th
the Brothers of Kappa Alpha
Order held their annual Convivium . This is a celebration
honoring Robert E. Lee as
Kappa
Alpha's
"spiritual
father," and the founding of the
Order.
The Order was created
at Washington College, now
Washington and Lee University, in Lexington Virginia, in
the winter of 1865.

The Convivium held this year
consisted of a banquet dinner,
and induction, pledge and active cut-down speeches, guest
speakers and the ' awards
ceremony.
John Adams, the Orders
Province Commander, inducted
J ames Sowers into the Court of
Honor. His honor is placed upon
these alumni who deserve
,recognition and appreciation
for their services rendered to
the chapter and the national
Order as well.

~~
~e~A9~
DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD

Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS

Closed Mondays
Hwy . 63 S. Rolla
364-1971

~

The guest speakers included
Mr. Richard T . Feller, a former
Knight commander of the
Order. He is now the chief
engineer of the Washington
Episcopal Cathedral. His title is
Clerk of Works and his is an
authority of Gothic structures
and carving. In his speech he
spoke on the problems at the
national level and here at the
home. Topics covered included
the increasing problem of inflation, the dependence of
foreign energy sources and the
materialistic
disciplines
displayed by the common
people.
Every year the pledges get a
single chance to· speak out and
give a cut-down speech to the
actives. They must then sit
through the consequence, as the
actives present their biased
opinion. Its all in good humor
and evervone gets a laugh.
During the awards ceremony,
the S.E.L.F. Board Scholarships were awarded to three
actives ot the Order. The other
awards presented were for best
pledge paddle, honor active and
pledge,
the
Beta
Alpha
Scholarship Award for the
highest
G.P.A.,
and
the
Alumnus Advisors Award was
presented by Russ Perry for the
active
proving
personal
dedication and contribution to
the chapter.
At the close of the evening the
Brothers of Kappa Alpha
presented Mr. Feller with a
silver tray and the benediction
was then given.

the niuseum and made them a
special part of his life. Not only
does he direct this very entertaining, educational and
enjoyable ensemble, but ne
builds, rebuilds, repairs and
sells early music instruments at
the Early Music Center in Oak
Park, Illinois.

The Gerhart Early Music
Ensemble has been highly
praised by major newspapers,
educational institutions and,
best of all, by members of the
audience who thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Mr. Schmeltekopf will bring
the ensemble for a program of

medieval
through
baroque
music and commentary using a
great variety of early music
instruments to The University
Center on February 6th at 8: 00
p.m. This concert is sponsored
by the Student Union Board. It
will be free and open to the
public on space available.

It Happened Here ..... .
50 years ago this week
\
The average pay scale for a Chemical Engineering graduate
was $175.00 a month for the first year following graduation.
25 years ago this week
The Ted Weens Orchestra and Miss Bonnie Ann Show entertain
the Miners with their Dixie Land Music.

15 years ago this week
Curtis Wilson, former Dean of MSM issues statement to all
students - "Keep the tradition of St: Pat's alive. These traditions
and celeb'rations are legacy entrusted to you by all those who have
worked to make Sl. Pat's what it is today."
5 years ago this week
Governor Bond increases Educational funds.

The
Prettiest
Valentines ...
come in 14K yellow gold
and diamonds. This Valentine's Day, give her these
gold and diamond heart
earrings, and matching
pendant. It's a nice way to
tell her that she's in your
heart and on your mind.
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715 Pine Street Rolla, MO
Telephone 364-2142
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"Tom Beard's Cabin"
Like many of us, Tom Beard,
University of Missouri-Rolla
geology student and a selfstyled romantic, dreamed of
living in an earlier, simpler
time.
Unlike most of us, he followed
through on it.
For a year, Tom lived 14
miles - and about 100 years from the UMR campus in an
early 19th century log cabin he
restored.
It wasn' t the usual housing for
a college stUdent, but Tom isn't
the usual college student. In his
early 305, he is on his way to a

second career. And his lifestyle
is not that of the typical child of
the 20th century .
A native of Joliet, Ill., Beard
has a degree in business administration
from
Eastern
Illinois University and worked
five years for General Motors in
Chicago_
"It was a good job," he says,
" but my work was indoors in a
city, and my heart was outdoors."
A former Boy Scout, Tom is
still involved in scouting activities and is enthusiastic
about all outdoor sports,

especially camping, hiking,
backpacking and mountain
climbing. So, when he started
considering a new career, he
looked for one that would let
him make a living doing
something he did anyway for
fun. Already an avid rock hound
and amateur geologist, he
decided to make that his
profession.
He looked over several
schools and settled on UMR
partly because he liked the
area, but most of all because he
was impressed with the UMR
geology faculty.
I
In the fall of 1976, he enrolled
at U MR. His first course in
paleontology under Dr. A.C .
Spreng settled his future
specialty in that field.
"I'm addicted to geology," he
says with a smile.
His trek back in time came a
couple of years later.

an old cabin not too far from
campus whose owner would let
him live in it for rebuilding it.
The one he settled on wasn't
much more than a pile of logs
put together with crumbling
mUd. There was no roof, but
there were still window and
door frames and remnants of
the
original
"saddle-bag"
construction
(two
cabins
connected with a covered
breezeway) . Best of all, it was
located in a picturesque valley
adjacent
to
undeveloped
National Forest land, and was
still close enough for him to
commute to class. The cabin's
owner, Gene Watson, Rolla
farmer and stockman, agreed
to his plan.
The cabin was originally
constructed in the 1830s or 40s
and hadn't been lived in for
about 80 years. It took most of
Tom's spare time for several

'" found that living out there gave
me the best oftwo worlds."
On the UMR Miner Joke
Q. How can you tell a UMR Miner when he's visiting
the University of Missouri at Columbia ?
A. He's the one drooling.
Q. What's the difference between a UMR Miner and a
convict serving a four year prison term?
A. The convict has better food.
Q. How can you tell when a UMR Miner has had an
all essay examination ?
A. He's wearing his snow shoes.
Q. What do you call 144 UMR Miners?
A. A gross gross.
Q. When does a UMR Miner learn to walk softly and
carry a big stick?
A. Two weeks before St. Pat's in his freshman year.

On Scbool Songs

I

~""

,ill• 'Iti
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THE UMR FIGHT SONG
(Sung to the tune of "Hey, Look Me Over" )
Here come the Miners.
Look over there.
They 've come out early
To join the (fins in prayer.
Don't fail Coach Allgood.
Don't spoil his plans .
He's found that the secret of victory
Is not to let go of the ball, and we
Shall watch all our heroes
Waging their war.
Adding more zeros
To our meager score.
And no matter' what team we decide to fight.
We'll lose the same old wayIn the last two minutes of play.

"The idea of living in a cabin
in a remote area had been in the
back of my mind for a long
time," Beard says. " I grew up
loving Jack London's stories of
life in the wild, and that kind of
life always appealed to me. But
j never really thought I'd have
the opportunity."
In his hikes around Rolla,
Tom saw many abandoned
cabins and got the idea that this
might be the time and place for
his back-to-the-old-days adventure. He began looking for

months to restore it to
livability, following as much as
possible what the builders had
done more than a century
before. He salvaged enough
logs from the remains of the two
cabins to rebuild most of the
larger ( 15-by-17) cabin. He cut
additional timber from nearby
woods and dug the mud to fill in
the chinks between the logs.
Life in the cabin was in sharp
contrast to life in Tom's
fraternity house (Tau Kappa
Epsilon>. As much as possible.

. c ..
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OnMlsery
Misery to a Miner is hearing that your brief computer program finally ran .. .. for 12 hours, 37 minutes
and 22 seconds.
Misery to a Miner is going faithfully to a class every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday and finding out a
week before the final that it's a five hour course.
Misery to a Miner is getting a blind date and having
her seeing-eye dog bite you.
Misery to a Miner is having a roommate that owns a
100 watt amplifier and 75 sound effect records.
Misery to a Miner is insulting the dorm cafeteria
cook and getting an extra helping of mashed potatoes
- right in the eye.
Misery to a Miner is having your humanities
professor fall asleep during one of his own lectures.
On Unaccepted New Courses
Phys 108 Atomic and Nuclear Physics Laboratory (Lab 1)
A thought-provoking analysis of atomic explosives.
Students are required to compose, assemble, and
detonate a number of experimental nuclear devices.
(Course was rejected when 18 Red Chinese enrolled.)
EE 239 Power Safety Procedures (Lab 1)
Practical and comprehensive study of the proper
conduct one must have in order to prevent injury to
men and eqUipment in a power atmosphere.
(Course was rejected when, on the first day of class,
the instructor got his tie caught in the armature of an
operating dynamo.)
Engl337 Great Icelandic Poets (Lect. 3)
(Course was rejected because there are no great
Icelandic poets.)
ChE 407 Industrial Fermentation Processes (Lect. 2)
Comprehensive examination of established fermentation operations.
(Course was rejected when the entire experimental
class including the professor disappeared during the
tour of a plant featuring " Beechwood Aging.")

he followed the pattern of life of
a century ago.
"I had just the bare essentials
- a large table-desk, chairs,
and a wood-burning Ben
Franklin stove for cooking arid
heating," he says. The nearby
stream served as a water
supply and refrigerator. He
used pewter eating utensils and
iron cooking pots, and an antique hunting rifle.
The
modern-day
pioneer
made a few concessions to
modern life - a gaSOline lantern and chain saw, a transistor
radio, and, most important, a
pickup. Tom could make it to
campus in 20 minutes, several
hours short of the trip by horseback, the original occupants'
mode of travel.
The severe winter of 1978-79
caused a few problems. He had
no trouble with heating - the
Ben Franklin stove worked
almost too well at times. And,
unlike water supplies in some
modern homes, his spring-fed
stream never froze. But there
were a few icy days when even
the trusty pickup couldn't make
it out of the hollow.
Such problems were minor
compared to the advantages,
Tom believes. For him, the
main attraction was the uinterrupted solitude - with only
the call of a wild turkey or the
rustle of a lizard running across
the porch to break the quiet.
" I found that living out there
gave me the best of two
worlds, "
Tom
says.
" It
provided a respite from the
pressure of study and work and
heightened the pleasure of

febf

Want to put the knowledge you've
developed in school to work? Right
away? With an industry leader, involved
in some of the most advanced
technology work available? In an area
where the lifestyle is as rewarding as
the exciting work aSSignments?

Talk to Sperry flight Systems!
At Sperry, located in the ideal
environment of Phoenix, Arizona , you'll
be able to make the best use of your
talents. A wide variety of projects
involving airborne eleclronic and
electromechanical systems, as well as
systems for space flight applications,
provide challenges in engine'e ring and
an opportunity for personal
development.
We're interviewing BS and MS
candidates in Electrical/Electronic
Engineering or Mechanical Engineering
for entry positions in :
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Product DesIgn
Research &Development

Control systems

Electronic Design
Design Analysis
Talk to us about your career and about
our excellent pay and complete
program of benefits, including tuition
refund. Make an appOintment now by
contacting your campus Placement
Office. Or, if you're unable to see us on
campus , send your resume and
transcript to: College Relations
Coordinator.
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FLIGHT SYSTEMS

P. O. Box 21111
Phoenix, Arizona 85036
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Koenig Kraziness

"An Intellectual Haven "
As I searched, during my
early days at UMR, for an intellectual haven (Le. major) in
which to place myself I listened
to a great deal of advice from
all types of students. This
provided me with a wide over
view of the ways in which a
variety of people pictured both
themselves and their careers.
At the first meeting of the
members of my house in the
dorms, we were asked by our
house Governor to introduce
ourselves and tell about: Our
major, hometown, favorite
color, vaccination records,
interesting scars, most embarrassing experience, and a
lot of highly personal things
whicl1 to me seemed a little
silly. When my turn come
around I mentioned that I was
in undecided engineering and
was interested in discussing
various career . experiences
with other residents.
In the days following this
meeting I began to receive,
what I felt was, an inordinate
amount of attention from our
house Governor. He was always
stopping me in the halls sitting
next to me at dinner, or making
jokes when I came around. He
also said, on several occasions,
that we needed to get together
for a little "talk" sometime
about his experience. After only
a few days of this I began to
wonder if too long a residence in
the wilderness of Rolla (the
ratio was then II to one campers) had not clouded his
biological sense o( direction to
the point that he was wandering
about quite confused. I was,
however, to a much greater
degree concerned about any
individuals he might happen to
run into as he blundered about.
In an effort to satisfy my
curiosity about this gentleman J
dropped some hints around my
roommate that the "Gov." (as
he was most irreverently addressed) was offering me
career advice. My roommates
response to these hints was
most unsettling. He laughed,
smiled, and said that the
"Gov." was just the man to
straighten out my kinks (or
words to that affect).

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rollo

364-7428
Mon .-6:30 p .m .
Thurs .- 6 :30 p.m.
Saturday-Afternoons

Things followed this general
course until the following
weekend when my roommate
went home and I was left on my
own recognizance. - I found
myself engaged in one of those
Friday evening affairs that
always rapidly transforms into
a Saturday morning affair.
After this event I experienced
great difficulty finding my way
back to my room through the
rubble (almost all veteran
students can recall, quite
vividly the great Rolla earthquake that destroyed and
rearranged much of this town in
a series of violent uphevels.
There does exist however a
surprising
amount
of
disagreement over the exact
date of this great catastropheJ.
Needless to say after such a
close brush with death I was

phenomenally short time span
covering the distance between
the Govs. first and third yells.
At this place in the action I
decided to take a time out and
open my eyes for what I thought
would be my last glimpse of this
world!
I believe few people will have
difficulty at this point grasping
the effect upon my mind of
discovering that my last earthly
vision consisted of a door
swinging wide to reveal the
rapidly approa<:hing figure of
our Governor. Immediately
assuming the worst I summoned up some reserve of internal strength and managed in
a single motion to turn the bed
180 degrees so that I would be as
far away from the Gov. as
possible as I attempted to free
myself. I had by this time come

" ... 011 veteran students can recall ...
the great Rolla earthquake"
incredably tired an in need of
rest. My peaceful slumbers
were not to run their course
however as the Gov., returning
from a late lunch, waltzed into
my room 'with no more than two
or three loud yells <that I can
remember) to announce his
intentions.
Being 'in a rather confused
state at the time of the
fore mentioned yells I assumed
that they meant the dorm had
finally fallen victim to the
earthquake
(earlier
that
morning the building had
demonstrated a great degree of
flexibility which .had convinced
me that it was too mobile to
crumble) and some brave soul
was attempting to save me.
This assumption led to violent
attempts to free myself from
my bed covers. Attempts that
proved futile largely due to the
fact that one of my companions,
ofthe previous evening, had tied
my shoe laces to the bed (my
shoes, strangely enough, "being
the only clothing that I still
retained at this point. The tale
of how the rest of my clothing
ended up underneath Sip Ep's
rock is one that I don't even
pretend to know J. After a
valiant struggle I was able to
throw off most of the covers and
being bound at one end only I
sprang up and began experimenting
with
various
methods of running while
wearing, on both feet, a simple
large forty pound shoe. A,ll of
my mornings activities up to
this point had taken place in a

Hughes recruiters
speak
many languages:
FO~TRAN ,

loser, gallium arsenide, microwave, Comsat,
fellowships, ADA (0 dialect of Pascal), and more.
Best of all, they talk your language.

So have a talk about your luture and ours. Ask your
placement office when the Hughes recruiters will be
on campus.

,

,

r------------------~
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L __________________
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CO MPAN Y

AN EQUAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

to the conclusion that this was
not the end of the world, but I
had doubted if this was very
goodneWS!
Meanwhile the Governor only
somewhat confused by my
acrobatics sat down at the other
end of the bed and smiled at me.
At this point having freed one
foot I became suddenly aware
of my lack of clothes or any
other bodily coverings ( the
covers now resided on the
floor). In response to this
realization I promptly employed my lose shoe in a
manner that if universally
adopted would make zippers a
thing of the past.
In response to my maneuvers
and perhaps in reaction to the
frightened animal look in my
eyes the governor frowned, said
something about a rough night,
moved somewhat closer on the
bed, and in a bushed tone informed me that he was about to
"let me in on" a few facts that
"not too many people around
here realize.
It seemed that he himself had
been totally confused about
majors when he came to UMR
eight years earlier. He was
consequently concerned about
my situation and wished to
explain his final choice, which
he felt was the fastest growing
and most beneficial on campus.
It was at this point that I
literally "dropped the other
shoe" which I had been holding
(in classic commando form)
extended at a 45 degree angle
away from my body so that I
could either pray" or deliver
blows. As I dressed, the Gov.
proceeded to explain to me that
he was currently involved in the
curriculum leading to the attainment of a M.R. degree.
"Some people do not appreCiate either the difficulties
involed in obtaining the M.R. on
the benefits obtained from
having one. Why I've kno:.vn
men to work five or six years
before ever beginning to approach completion. I am willing
to admit that only in recent
years have men been able to
make inroads into what has, at
UMR
anyway,
been
a
traditionally female field . We
pioneers, however, are the
one's that are getting the best
. positions and as always the
early experimentors are the
ones to write the textbooks."
Even though I was suffering
from a rathe~ bad headache
0- _. . _ his
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speech arroused my curiosity to
the point that I COUldn't help
asking if he would explain some
of the requirements and details
of this degree. "The degree
requires a great number of
things (I will avoid the obvious
joke) from the student. You
have to be quick thinking,
practical, and able to take
charge in a difficult situation.
At the same time, however,
students utilizing "hard sell"
methods almost never succeed
in achieving their goals. All too
often men using that approach
tend to become side tracked in
chaSing "interdum benefits"
and end up alienating all of
their vast potential customers.
Attempting to recall all of the
questions I had thought up
earlier about majors I asked
him what was the single most
difficult task one would have to
perform to reach graduation
and received a noncommital
reply . "It really varies from
person to peson, but for me the
most difficult thing was to
decide exactly what I wanted
and then to go for it. The only
way to avoid wasting your time
trying to decide just what your
require in a life long mate is to
have predetermined standards.
This requires the setting of
personal
minimum
limits '
(you'll get a chartfor thaUf you

take our basic intro) with
regard to: Looks, personality,
GPA, major, projected future
earnings ability, and intellingence (a lot of guys run
into trouble because they set
this standard high that they
can't find any qualified girls
that will give them the time of
day) . The second most difficult
thing is probably finding good
prospects. For this I've come to
rely upon the three L's : the lab,
the laundromat, and the
library. You must, however, not
get confused as to which is
which. You act confident in the
lab, confused in the laundromat
and lost in the library. I once
acted lost in the lab and convinced a prospect that I was on
drugs."
At this point I heard several
high pitched voices in the hall.
Voices which had an electrifying effect on my visitor.
The Gov., without saying a
word, stood up, ran his fingers
through his hair, and with the
casual expression of a person
walking out to the drinking
fountain strolled out the door
(This
weeks
ridiculous
parenthasis, in compliance
with my grant from the N.E.N.
"National
Educational
Newspapers" deals with the
semi-colon. It also will deal with
any other ace, creed, or shoe
size to turn a profit).

Open Auditions
Open
auditions
for
various solos and duets in
performances of Handel's
Israel in . Egypt and
Messiah oratorios will be
held Friday, Feb. 8, at 7:00
p.m. in Room 101 of the Old
Cafe.
The auditions will be open

to the public ana an accompanist will be availabie
for those unable to provide
their own. Copies of the
oratorios with necessary
audition excerpts clearly
marked are available at
the Music Department
office, or call 341-4185 for
further details.

Texas Instruments
P(09(QmmQb~57

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
205 West 12th St.

Rolla, Mo.

364-3710
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Beard's Cabin
being with people when 1 went'
to the campus."
Besides that, . Tom , who
always has several geology
research projects of his own
going in addition to studies and
part-time work, says he could
do in two or three hours at the
cabin what would take about
eight hours in town.
His year in the little cabin
sold him on a simpler lifestyle,
a way of living that he wants to
continue.
He was married last fall, and
he and his wife, Karen, are
building ( " with a chain saw and

rock hammer," Tom says)
their own modern version of the
cabin on a secluded 10 acres
about nine miles from Rolla.
It's on virgin, wooded land, and
they plan to disturb it as little as
possible.
The house itself will be as
energy self-sufficient as they
can make it, using passive solar
heat along with the -wood-coal
cooking and heating stoves. The
open design allows the heated
air to rise in the center to heat
the sleeping loft, and the cool
air to circulate downward along
the outside walls.

"We'll be really roughing it
the first year; with no electricity, telephone or running
water, just to see if we can do
it," Karen explains. "Then
we'll add what we find we have
to have to be comfortable."
The first thing they built was
a separate shed for a geological
laboratory for Tom. But he
plans to move an old cabin to his
property in the spring to rebuild
for a larger, permanent lab.
He likes research so much, he
is conSidering going on for
graduate work if possible.

" I think 1 may be a lifer as a
stUdent," he says. "The more 1
learn, the more 1 realize 1 don't
know. Even after 1 get out of
school, 1 expect to keep learning
for the rest of mv life."
He hopes that his experience
restoring . the
cabin
may
stimulate interest in preserving
more of the old buildings of
Missouri. "There are literally
hundreds of these abandoned
cabins, even sawmills, built bv
early settlers all over the
Ozarks," he says.

He also believes, that, with
diminishing supplies and rising
costs of energy, the future may
see more people turning to a
simpler way of life as they
become more serious about
conserving energy.
For himself, he is convinced
he has found the best of
lifestyles - living in the 19th
century, but close enough to
drive to class and work in the
20th.

"

CBN (t~CORNER
A story with a
happy ending
by Jim Dailey
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The setting was perfect.
It was the city common ly known as the ' Big
D'-Dallas, Tex.-bold, bustling and vibrant. It was
the ideal stage for the fast-pa ced life of Ann
Murchinson to unfold.
Although she was married twice and a third
divorce awaited her in the distant future, Ann was
living the life of a 'SWinging single.' Working as a legal
secretary , she would sometimes meet one man for
lunch , another for afternoon cockta ils, still a different
man for supper and another for breakfast.
"I was just doing what everyone else was doing,
looking for some sort of fulfillment in life ," she
reflected. "I worked hard but I also played hard."
After a third marriage that also we nt sour after
four years, Ann met and married Clin t Murchinson, the
owner of the Dallas Cowboys and one of the
wea lthiest men in town with a sprawling financia l
empire.
Loneliness and despair
The script should have typical husband and wife
enjoying everything that money and prest ige can buy,
a SOCial status that all ows them to move among the
elite, children who are healthy and beautifu:'
But somehow the script changed . Instead of
happiness, there was despair . Instead of the gaiety Of
friends, there was loneliness.
"With all the money and friends and power , things
rea lly didn't change ," she said. "Clint adored me, and
I adored him. But by the ninth month of our marriage,
I was more depressed than ever. I fe lt absolute ly
helpless. The insecurities and problems of my youth
were still very real."
.
Without an answer, Ann Murchinson was trapped.
When a friend called her one day and invited her to
a Bible study, she thought she had really hit bottom.
"I thought I mu st be down and out if I needed to go
to this," she said. " I almost said no, but she appealed
to me on the emotional level of giving her su pport
while she gave her testimony."
A new life
Wh at transpired revolutionized her life. " I listened
intently to her testimony," she said. "She had the
sa me despair and hurt that I did, but she was ' ab le
to handle it through Jesus Christ. I made the decision
'
and my life hasn't been the same si nce."
Indeed , her life has taken on new dimensions. She
has authored a book, ' Milk For Babes,' designed to
help new Christia ns, and has been active in helping
youth.
"I never knew I cou ld do such things as write and
teach, but these are some of the things I have been
led to do," Ann said. "I have especia ll y enjoyed
teaching a Bible st udy to yo ung 18 and 20-year-olds.
Many of them have suffered the same fears and inner
loneliness that I did as a child. It is a true wonder to
watch them change and grow. It's like seeing my life
lived all over again ."
With the same happy ending.
TV COMPULOG SERVICES, INC.
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Olympics

.._, .~; Big,Screen T.V.
,Banquet Facilities,Avaiiable:'.
··: D.~n,!=ing Thurs., Fri:- &: Sat.
~~;ft~9:30 to 1:00
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Engineering Graduates/Undergraduates

~pply

No",
For Your Future!
GRQW ALONG WITH
SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
COMPANY

You've worked hard and mastered a technicall y complex and mentall y demanding science. Now you would
lik e to let all of that effort begin to payoff. Ideally, you
seek a major corporation in the forefront of this '
nation 's economy. A co mpany with a long tradition of
technical innovation and successful expansion. A company where YOUR creativity and achievements will be
r,ecog ni zed and rewarded.

LOOK NO FURTHER!
SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS COMPANY is a wholly
owned, independe nt subsidiary of SUN COMPANY,
INC. We are respons ible for the efficient operation of
six petroleum refineries and the marketing of many
petroleum· related' products and technological services
to customers throughout the world.
Engineers from our Professional staff will be o n
your campus

Monday, February 11th
to discuss o ur company 's plans fo r y our career in
Th e Petroleum Industry. For furth er information ,
p lease conta ct y o ur Co llege Pla cem ent Office.

~

SUN P ETROLEUM
P RODUCTS COMPANY
A D ..,. lon or Sun 0,1 Company or Penn.ylvania

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/ FIV / H

~
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By JIM GULLO
'lbe CollegIate Coosumer
ReporttJII Service

"Academic
Research
Papers :
Improve
Your
Grades," say the ads in college
newspapers and such national
magazines as Rolling Stone.
"Send $1 for catalogue of
topics." It is research that is for

from, not to mention the many
titles that could be found under
comparative literature and
other drama subsections. The
choice came down to two
papers. First, there was
"Sartre's Concept of Freedom
as Realized in Four Plays," a
13-page paper complete with
footnotes and bibliography. And
second, there was "Brecht:

Buyer's
TERM PAPERS

Guide

sale, but it is research that can
be handed iri to a professor as a
term paper with little more
than are-typing.
Nobody knows how many of
these papers are bought by
college students, but it is easy to
see that the companies in the
term paper business are
making out well. Since their
beginnings in the early 1970s,
such companies as Research
Assistance of Los Angeles, and
Collegiate Research Systems in
New York have expanded their
services with national advertising and catalogues of prewritten papers which number in
the thousands. If just one-half of
one percent of college students
bought a to-page paper annually, the companies would
take in over $2 million.
While it's difficult to find out
how many papers are being
sold, or to whom, the quality of
those papers can be ·investigaled.
A
situation
presented itself where a
reporter, who is also a senior at
the University of Arizona, had
been assigned a to-page term
paper in his modern dramatic
literature course. Plans were
quickly drawn up to buy a paper
to turn in to the professor
without his knowing it. The
student's own, self-prepared
term paper would be left with a
department head and turned in
after the purchased paper was
graded.
The first thing to do was get a
catalogue. There was a nagging
question of whether or not the
companies
actually
were
selling honest-to-goodness term
papers. After all, when interviewed by reporters, most
deny that the purpose of their
business is to fulfill students'
needs.
'
"We hate that term (te m
paper mill ) being applied to
us," said Michael Spencer of
Research Assistance. " Most of
our service is sold to
businesses. We don't even know
how many students use the '
service. We 're just selling informatiOn ; the morality lies
with the student."
But the myth was quickly
dispelled by one phone call by
the student/reporter.
" Hello. I need a term paper
fast," said the student to the
gentleman who answered the
phone at Research Assistance.
"Okay, when is your paper
due?" hc asked. "And what is
the subject?"
After noting that the paper
wasn 't due for three weeks, the
gentleman said there was
plenty of time to order the
catalogue by mail. " And if you
need the paper shortly after you
get the catalogue, just call us
and order it by phone."
One dollar, and about five
days later, the catalogue
arrived. In " Drama : World"
there were 60 papers to choose
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Contends that the purpose of his
theatre was to instill in the
spectator
a
sense
of
discrepancies in his social
environment," a 10-page paper
with footnotes .
The cost for these pre-written
catalogue papers is $3.50 a
page. Original research will be
done (or $8 a page. The prices
keep going up as the degrees
involved get higher. For $12 a
page, one company will do
Master's theses, and for the big
one, the doctoral thesis, the
company will charge a mere $30
a page. The reporter chose the
10-page Brecht paper, because
it was cheaper.
As for the legality of all this,
nine states have outlawed the
selling of materials which the
merchant knows will be turned
in for academic credit. No such
law exists in Arizona. And, of
course, if any student was
caught buying and turning in
such materials verbatim, he or
she would probably face
plagiarism at school.
To
get
around
the
"knowingly-turned-in" rule, the
companies require most purchasers to sign a disclaimer
saying that the materials
bought would not be used for
academic credit. But the
University of Arizona student
'signed no disclaimer.
The U.S. Postal Service once
tried to shut down tl)e term
paper companies, claiming that
by selling papers through the
mail the companies were
working to defraud the third
party involved - the colleges

and universities they were
turned in to.
"It's very complicated," said
Thomas A. Ziebarth, an attorney and investigator in the
consumer protection office of
the
Postal
Service
in
Washington, D.C. "You have to
show that they knowingly are
selling the papers to be turned
in for academic credit."
In the past, the best the Postal
Service could do was to get a
forced "consent agreement"
from the companies, whereby
they would have to turn over
their records of purchasers
upon request of a college. Even
that limited action was costly
and difficult to obtain.
"And there is nothing to keep
a student from using a false
name when he buys the paper,"
said Ziebarth.
The time to order the paper
arrived. It was just one week
before the paper was due, so the
order was made over the phone.
"We can send it out C.O.D., or
you can pay for it with your
Master Charge or Visa," the
seller said.
A Visa number was given, the
amount tallied, and the transaction completed. "Wait a
minute, " said the student/
reporter. "I want to make
sure nobody else is turning in
this paper for this class. Do you
have any protection against
that?"
The guy on the other end
chuckled. He 'd heard it before.
"Sure. We keep records of
which schools the papers are
sent to. Hold on a second and I'll
check it right now."
He returned a moment later.
"Uh, that paper was sent to a
University of Arizona student in
1974. Do you still want it? You
might want to change the first
page around. "
No professor can remember
papers from five years bliCk,
the reporter reasoned. " Sure,
that's okay. Send it out. "
Four days later, a plain white
envelope arrived with ten pages
of " research. " The paper had
been photocopied and it
required re-typing before it
could be turned in. Footnotes
were included, although the
style wasn't quite' correct. The
paper was re-typed exactly as it
came in, and was turned in to
the unsuspecting professor two
days later.
The paper was given an Aminus. " I wavered between a B-

TECHNOLOGY

plus and an A-minus," said the and then turned in his real
professor after he had found out paper. It received a B. There is
about its origin. "So 1 gave the no moral to this story .
benefit of the doubt to the
student. There really were
some good points made here."
It should be noted that the
Next Week's Buyer's Guide:
student/reporter was dOing "Gynecology: A Dreaded In"A" work in the class and had a tlmacy". Few women complain
fairly close student/professor formally about their medical
relationship. The class had treatment. In fact, women
about 18 students in all.
rarely speak poslUvely about
The reporter,' being of sound gynecological care. Next week
journalistic ethics. (" a sap," as , t.bIs column examines t.bIs
some might put it> explained Issue.
the situation to the professor

St Pat's

qj~~~~
On Sale In the Student Union.

Stocking 'C aps-3.50
Sweatsh i rts-·6 . 00
Hats-3.50 Mugs-3.00
Flying Discs- 1 .50
Garters-.75
Buttons-.50
Bumperstickers-.25

>- STATE

OF THE ART

Bendix Kansas City Division, a prime contractor with
the Department of Energy, has been manufacturing and
procuring components for the national defense program
since 1949,
We will be interviewing engineering and computer science
graduates on campus during the fall and spring semesters.
Check with your placement office for sign-up schedules_

--

"We Speak T echnology"

Kansas City
Division
An Equal Oppor t uni t y Employer M

F
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Larry, baby, I see you going to work for a free
wheeling maverick steel com:pany.
A steel company that pioneers, innovates and
does the unexpected.
A steel company that's growing, with a billion
dollar expansion program.
A steel company that's making money.
A steel company that's one of the best managed
businesses in the country.
A steel company that needs managers in greater
number than ever before in its history.
I see you going to work for this mellow steel
company and I see you working your tail off, earning
great bread, rising like the Sun in management and
batting .340 for their softball team.

Free wheeling, maverick, mellow Inland Steel is looking for smart, ambitious
men and women with degrees in Engineering (especially M.E., E.E., and MetE.),
Science, BUSiness and Etcetera. It goes without saying (but we'll say it anyway): we
are an equal opportunity employer.

•

Inland Steel

General Offices: Inland Steel Company, Personnel and Training, 30 West Monroe Street, Chicago, IL 60603
Steel Production and Research: Inland Steel Company, Personnel Dept., 3210 Watling S~, East Chicago, IN46312

We will be interviewing on
January 31, 1980. Come,see us.

Sports
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SMS 'Upsets'
Miner Dream '
By CHRIS WIL'!ON
Hammon's
Center
in
Springfield, Missouri was the
scene Saturday night, as the
Miner men continued their 1980
MIAA
basketball
season.
Playing in the home den of the
Southwest
Missouri
State
Bears, pre-season opinIOns
would have projected the game
to be a blowout. Since SMS and
UMR were picked to finish at
OPPOSite ends of the conference
r ace in the Coaches' Poll, the
Miners wouldn 't have been
given much of a shot going into
the game. However, the Bears
ente~ed the contest with no
league victories in four tries,
while UMR came in at 2-1, on
the heels of two strong performances against NEMS and
NWMS.

Derek Nesb!tt goes up for two against Mo. Southern Tuesday night. Although Nes.b itt
scored 29 pOints and pulled down 14 rebounds, the Miners lost to the Lions 78·76.
( Photo by Caswell)

Miner Beats Tiger

Miner Wrestlers Battle
Top-Ranked Competition
a UMR wrestler beat a Mizzou
wrestler. Also, Coach Keeton
Last Thursday, January 24, ' noted that the competition was
Coach Joe Keeton and the UMR very tough. This was evidenced
Wrestling team traveled to by the fact that there were 24
Springfield, Mo. to compete in a Division II champs and 4
dual meet with Texas A & M National champs that wrestled
in this tournament.
and the host Southwest squad.
Overall, in the Southwest
Against the Southwest team
the Miners were beaten 38-6 but Invitation, Bill Spencer was the
fine showings by Tommy sole UMR wrestler to place as
Williams who won 8-0 in the 150 he took fourth by winning four
lb . weight class and Mark matches and lOSing two. Also,
Hierseman
deserve
con- Jeff Ziger won one match and
lost two, Ed Lampkin won one
siderable credit.
The Miners also lost to Texas and lost two, and Fred Kummer
A & M but scored victories from won one match and lost two.
By JOHN CROW

Ed Lampkin and Bill Spencer:
Both of these victories came on
forfeits.
Then, the UMR grapplers
returned on Friday to compete
in the 14th annual Southwest
Mo. State Univ. Invitational
Wrestling Tournament that was
held at Hammons Student
Center in Springfield, Mo.
In this tournament, the
Miners finished 12th out of 15
teams . But according to Coach
Joe Keeton, there were quite a
few bright spots. For example,
this tournament marked the
first time in the 11 year history
of UMR Varsity Wrestli ng that

APRIL
5-12

~
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6 days/ 5 nights in the Oceanfront Hotel
Parties & activities, Disney World option
Round trip party bus transportation

ONLY $189
Drive 'N Save Packages Available (w/ o bus)
For more information, call: Steve Fischer 364 -2622, 364-9823

Both teams played cleanly
and aggressively throughout
the entire first half. The lead
changed hands several times,
with each team ' scraping a
couple of five and seven point
leads
together.
However,
neither team could stay long
enough to put the other side
away.
Half number two was nearly a
carbon copy of the first half,
only more hotly contested.
Neither team really came close
to pulling away, as evidenced
by eighteen lead changes in the
half
alone.
Unsecond
fortunately, the home team
SMS Bears were on the top end
of the final lead change, when '
they took a 7~77 advantage.
Springfield put the game away
with two free throws after a
somewhat controversial call .
Calvin Horha, Leo Lucas, and
an SMS guard converged on a
loose ball in the Bears' backcourt. Lucas came up with the
ball, and two points a lay-up,
but Horhn was hit with a foul
that disallowed the hoop, and
sent SMS to the line. The man
calmly sank both free throws to
close out the scoring for the
home team . UMR managed two
more points, but they just
weren 't enough. The 81-79
defeat levelled UMR's MIAA
,mark at 2-2, iwth a 7-8 overall
record .
Derek Nesbitt again paced
the Miners with 26 points and 11
rebounds. Mike Robinson stung
the Miners again, scoring 34
points, but a strong game by
UMR's front line kept Robinson
clear of the boards. The MIAA's
leading rebounder retrieved
only 4 shots, far short of his
normal 13.6 rebounds-game.

MO SOUTHERN GAME
The miners took a one game
Jeague
play
break
from
Tuesday evening, hosting the
Missouri Southern Lions. With
the Lions coming into Rolla at 7-

13, UMR had to be considered
the favorite, playing on its
home court. Mo. Southern
though, had different ideas.
Five free throw shooting,
timely field goals, and some
shoddy officiating allowed the
Lions to come away with a last
second, 78-76 victory .
The first 20 minutes wrre slow
in places, but were fairly well
played overall. Neither team
could put together a surge, and
the game remained see-saw for '
the first 10 minutes, until U MR
put together a six-point string to
pull ahead 23-20. Play continued
up to the 6:24, when a five-foot
Derek Nisbitt jumper set the
27-24.
Missouri
count
at
Southern then took control of
the game by running off eitht
unanswered points, and led 3227 with 4:01 remaining in' the
half. The teams closed out the
first half by trading baskets,
and the Lions walked off the
floor with a 42-37 lead.
Sam Starkey opened the
second half scoring for the
Lions eight seconds into the
half, and Rod Shunn quickly
followed, as Mo. Southern
quickly increased the bulge to
nine points. This was the farthest they could pull away
however, as five fast points by
Jeff Kipp chopped the margin to
four in only fifty seconds. The
Miners then battled to within a
single point, but could get no
closer until Derek Nesbitt
knotted the score at 57 with 9: 34
left in regular time. The, after
the team was hit with a
technical foul, the Miners
caught fire briefly, and stormed
to a five-point, 67-62 advantage.
The Lions came right back
though, and regained the lead at
the 4:01 mark.
The final four minutes just
saw the teams swap baskets,
with UMR again coming up one
shy. Sam Starkey ended the half
the same way he had started it,
as he followed up a missed shot
and dropped it in, sewing up a
78-76 triumph with only four
seconds left to play.
Derek Nisbitt was once again
a bright spot for the Miners.
Derek hit 14 or 22 field goal
attempts, and added a free
throw to total 29 points, while
gathering in 14 rebounds. Also
worthy of note was a fine 8
assist performance by forward
Rick Furmann.
The Miners pick-up MIAA
action this weekend by hosting
the country 's top ranked
Division II team, the Central
Missouri State Mules, before
travelling to Cape Girardeau
for a Monday evening clash
with the SEMO Indians.
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ABC producer likes skaters' chances

Swimmers

Drop First
By GERRY GOEKE

The only individual winner
for the Miners was Don Havey,
who won the 200 Yard
Breaststroke in 2: 16.3. The only
other winning time came in the
400 Yard Medley Relay, as the
team of Holleman, Havey,
Stricker, and Shave won with a
time of 3: 50.2.
The Miner Tankmen will try
to get back on the winning track
this weekend as they host MlAA
rival Northeast Missouri State
U. this Friday night at 7: 00 p.m.
at the UMR pool. UMR will then
take on Western Kentucky
University
and Evansville
in
a tri-meet
University
Saturday afternoon at 1: 00,
again in their home tank. The
following week will see the
Miners
travel
to
SIU Carbondale for the Saluki Invitational on February 8, 9, and

The Miner Tankmen traveled
to Springfield, Mo. last Friday
to meet Drury College in a dual
meet, and came away emptyhanded as Drury handed UMR
their first dual meet defeat by a
score of 73-40.
The loss can partly be attributed to a good show by the
, Drury swimmers, but the
' Miners performed well below
their - potential.
Individual
performances were highlighted
by the diving of Don Fearon and
Ray Gill, as both qualified for
the NCAA Championships in the
1 Meter Diving, Fearon scoring
412.35 points and Gill tallying
399.65. Oddly enough, Fearon's
score was not high enough to
win the 1 Meter Diving, as
Mitchell of Drury scored an
.10.
impressive 430.10 points.

Doug Wil so n. an ABC Sports
producer and director who has
covered figure skating events for
the network since the 1964 U.S.
National
Championships
in
Cleveland and the 1964 Olympic
Games in Innsbruck. approaches
each new event with mu ch
enthusiasm . And. he 's betting
that American aud ien ces of the
XIII Winter Olympic Games in
Lake Placid will be as excited as
he is about the drama that might
unfold on the ice .
"I think the figure and speed
skating events are going to be the
two things that will take viewers
right out of their chairs," Wilson
said . " Everybody loves to watch

the se people do wh at they do .
And in the Ameri can stories, we
have nine gold medal possibilities
in speed skating -a lone ," Tradit ionally. the Americans have
faired poorly during the winter
games . losing out to the Russians
and East Germans .

Retrospect
In past assignments , Wilson has
seen some of fig~re skating's
greatest personalities. including
Peggy Fleming and Dorothy
Hamill . but now Linda Fratianne is
the apple of his experienced eye .
" She could walk away from these
games owning the country ,"
Wilson predicted . "S\1e 's poten-

tially a new American sweetheart.
Each past Ladies Champion has
done it in her own way. and each
is a star in her own way . Linda is
fresh, fun and has an incredible
spark about her."
Three-time U.S. Men's Champion Charles Tickner is another
skater Wilson sees as a key
element in the drama. "Whether
Charlie wins or not, he skates
magnificently, when he's 'on' he
moves the house. He's got tough
competition though, loCked into a
four-way battle with Robin Cousins, Vladimir Dovalev and Jan
Hoffman . Who wins and who loses
is just one story-this is a
showdown among the best
skaters in the world ."

I

Darlings on ice

M

" Without exception." Wilson
continues . " the most suspenseful
confrontation at the Games will
be World Pairs Champions Tai
Babilonia and Randy Gardner
going head-to-head with the
Russi ans , Irina Rodnina and
Alexander Zaitsev . Four years
ago . Tai ana Randy were the
underdogs. Not anymore . If they
are in top form in February. they
can take it all. What a confrontation that will be- two completely
different styles of skating, two
completely different styles of
artistic expression ." To provide
depth to the coverage of the
competition . Wilson has acquired
some old footage of Tai and
Randy in one of their first
competitions together , which he
incorporate
into
the
will
coverage .
Even though he 's an unabashed
supporter of the American
skaters. Wilson can stop being a
fan long enough to summarize
the skating from a director's
point of view. "Will Linda , Charlie,
Tai and Randy win? Who Knows?
Like Dick Button says, 'Ice is a
slippery thing.' Will it be great.
exciting
sports
television?
Absolutely . . .' can ' t wait."
Next week: 'Winter Olympics'
predictions .
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ENGINEERS
Computer
Systems
Barb Berry, a S'-1" freshman center on tile women's
basketball team, was chosen thls week's M-Club Atblete of tile
Week for her outstanding performances against Evangel, SW
Baptist, UMSL, and Flo. \:alley. In these four games abe totaled
96 points and 60 rebounds In leading the Lady MIners to victories
In all four games. Congratulations to Barb Berry and tile
women's basketball team.
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WIFE WANTED I
Expand your intellectuaL social and romantic fulfillment by meeting our client, one of the nation's
most successful non-fiction authors. He is an eloquent lecturer and has been a guest on over 3,000
radio and TV news and talk shows. Our client owns
a professional firm which is a national leader and
trend-setter in two different fields: law and real
estate. Our client owns a publishing company
which is an important source of books and
magazines on law, sex, preventative health, and
self-improvement.
What are your goals? What are you doing to improve your life, the lives of those around you, and
society _ in general? What are your educational
work experiences? What are your favorite leisure
activities? Please write , enclOSing your picture and
college grade transcript. Your response will be
held in strictest confidence, and will be open and
read only by our client personally by your writing ,
this special address: Eastland Advertising Agency,
, P.O . Box 214, Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068 .

Immediate opportunities exist for engineers
graduating in 1980 with an interest in a
professional career in production systems.
Major job functions will include exploitation of computer technology for solving
engineering problems, development of new
computer programs and systems, evalua·
tion of applications for programs and
systems, and development of training
programs.
This opportunity is available to entry level
engineers from all engineering disciplines. You
will receive training in computer technology,
systems analysis, company organization ,
business processes , data resources and technical
progrom specifications and documento! ion .

Amoco Production Company is a dynamic
growth oriented subsidiary of Standard
Oil Company of Indiana, and our achievements have made us a leader in oil and gas
production.
Amoco Production Company offers you
competitive salaries as well as a compre·
hensive benefit program. You will have the
opportunity to achieve personal and pro ·
fessional career goals limited only by your
own capabilities.
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If you have an interest in using your
engineering talents to exploit computer
sy stems and applicatiO'ns please send your
resume to :

61
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DEAN HURST
Amoco Production Company
P.O. Box 3092, Houston, Texas 77001
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Russian Tr<;lining Programs
By Professor

VLADIMIR BESPALKO,
Pedagogics Department,
Moscow Institute of
Tecbnology of tbe

Food Industry
Training facilities in Soviet
colleges are very much like
those used in the United States,
Great Britain and a number of
other countries: Educational
films, television, teaching and
controlling machines, com_ puter-based display systems
and the like.

The overwhelming majority
of Soviet students are favorably
disposed toward the " electronic
instructors" ; they value their
objectivity and " even temper ."
Of course this doesn 't prevent
the students from scoffing at
the machines when they make a
mistake, rare as that may be.
SQme students even try to
outwit the computers during
exams.
Is it possible to deceive an
electronic examiner? "Occasionally, if you know a few
tricks," some say, naturally,

not disclosing how they do it.
But even the most enterprising
students don 't try to trick the
Sadko System . "It's like sawing
off the branch you 're sitting
on,"
confesses
Mikhail
Zheleznyak, a senior at the
Moscow Institute of Technology
of the Food Industry.
Imagine
a
good-natured
professor working alone with a
student who needs some help.
The professor suggests a simple

(Continued on Next Page)

In Tuesday night's game against Missouri Southern, the
Miner's Women's Basketball squad came out on top 68-66.
( Photo by Caswell)

LO'd y Miners
Keep Winning
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR Women's Varsity
Basketball team is having a
very good year thus far, as they
have compiled a 10-3 record at
approximately the halfway
point in the season.
The Lady Miners have been
extremely hot of late, winning
their last five in a row, their
latest win a 69-49 victory over
Florissant Valley last Friday
night here in Rolla. In that
game, freshman center Barbara Berry shone, scoring 16
points
and
grabbing
14
rebounds. Karen Peacock was
the high scorer in the game with
17 points.
On the season, Sophomore
forward Carmen Baker of
Newburg is the high scorer for
the Lady Miners with a 16.8
points per game average, and is
second in rebounding with 8.6

rebounds per game. Barb Berry
is the second leading scorer,
close beind Baker with 16.7
points per game, and leads the
club in rebounds with 10.8 per
game. Karen Peacock is third
in scoring with 10.5 points per
game, and Karen Williamson is
fourth in the per game scoring
totals with 10.5 points.
The Lady Miners continued
their season. this Tuesday with a
game
against
Missouri
Southern, and will play again
friday night in St. Louis against
St. Louis University. Their last
meeting
with
the
Lady
Billikens, the opening game of
the season, resulted in a 76-64
loss for the Miners, so they will
be looking to even up the
season's record with St. Louis
U . The Lady Miners will return
home for a battie with Lincoln
University
next
Tuesday,
February 5. Tip-off time will be
7:30p.m.

Intramural
Tug-O-War
basketball game. The tournament started this Tuesday,
January 29.
McDonald's and UMR will
The tournament winners will
again sponsor a Tug-Of-War receive a $75 McDonalds' Gift
competiton for the 32 In- . Certificate (to be split by the
tram ural organizations. Each team), the second place team
teams will consist of 5 men will receive a $50 McDonald's
whose combined weight must Gift Certificate, and the third
not exceed 1000 pounds. The place teams will each receive a
competition will be a single $25 Gift Certificate. Along with
elimination tournament and these prizes, teams eliminated
will have a 3 minute time limit in the second round will receive
after which the team who has a McDonald's ·Hamburger and
moved the other team the an order of fries per contelltant,
farthest wins . Each match will and teams beaten in the opening
be contested at the halftime of round will receive a hamburger
every Varsity home conference per contestant.

By GERRY GOEKE

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz . Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.502.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast .
Free Ice Cream.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
IN CALIFORNIA.
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, one of the
nation's largest investorowned public utilities, is
looki ng for:

EE's and ME's
who are seeking
dynamic careers in
the energy bUSiness.
PGandE recruiters
will be interviewing
graduating seniors on

Fri., Feb. 1st
Please contact you r
engineering college
placement office for
information.

PG!!!IIE
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
245 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94106
An Eq ual Opportuni ty Employer M/ F/ H
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Answers

Puzzle

equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
correct answer, the professor
nods approvingly and gives
another equation, somewhat
more difficult. But after the
good start the student solves it
too. Again an approving nod
and one more equation - this
one slightly more complex. The
encouraged student attacks the
equation and let's suppose he or
she makes a mistake. The
professor's
encouragement
continues, but he makes the
next example easier and, more
importantly,
focuses
the

DOWN

ACROSS
1 ..•• bien (French)
5 Something ' with a shade

9 Member of a fraternal
order
Medical organization

10
12
15
18
20
21
22
24
25
28
31
32
34
36
37
39
41
42

Thursday, January 31, 1980
(Continued From Page 19)

Throw out
Noble
Doe

Chip or marrow
Wedding day words
Obliges
More reliable
Snakes
Drag
Tempt
Time penods
Lowest
Decree
Auto
Wallach
Thin g to turn over
No one

2 Fastened again
Spanish article

3
4
5
6

7
8
11
13
14
16
17

19
23
26

27
29

Comedy bit
Mary had one
Morning abbreviated
Bone center
Act
Bes t
Llbenan native
....... to bear
Cancelled
Single
Raises
Texas town (clue to puzzle answer)
'A Boy Named ....
Dance
Beginning

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
complicates the problem, but
rhythm
the
psychological
remains the same. The instructor doesn't say "wrong,"
he only suggests: "Well, not
bad. Now let's try to solve this
problem .....
So far this technique has been
introduced in only a few of
Moscow's technical colleges. A
number of other experimental
teaching methods in Soviet
higher education also indicate a
desire to vary and perfect
traditional methods.

30 Army woman
33 Remain
35 Surf and ....
36 Level
38 Alda's Initials
40 .. and behold

SALE! SALE!

SALE!

.20%
.50%
-Converse, some models.
-Nike, men's & ladies' waffle trainees . .20%
-Brooks, Villanova .... .. .. .... . . .... . . 20%

-New Balance 320,355.

off
off
off
off

-Brooks Spikes

. 10% off
ups . . .. . .......... ... .. .... 10% off

-Down & poly fill jackets & vests . . . . . . .
II war';'

We still have a good stock of hiking boots.
}

Come See Us For All Your Fraternity / Sorority Needs

lOO3- Pine Street

Rol!a , MO

364-5495
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Look Deep in the Heart of Texas
Look to DATA GENERAL
An Equal

Opportumty
Employer
M F

What could be be«er for a first job : living in the sunbelt , moving to Aust!/l . and working for DATA
GEN ERAL ? DATA GENERAL ! Austin IS beginning a new $6 5 mlltlon plant from the stan·up mode ThiS

IS a once In a hie-lime opportunlly lor ambillous and quallfted new graduates now IS Ihe lime for all
good men and women who want a crack at ground lIoor start-up With a new diVISion to saddle up
Ask ab out our Co-op Program : you can alternate semesters of school and work 10 make money before
graduauon and to have salable lob expeflence at graduation

We 'll be on Campus Frida y. February I . looking for qualified appllcanfs '" the area of Advanced Terminal

DeSign. Graphics. Communications. and Olstrlbutea NetworkmO And we'll be Interested In those who
also have knowledge 01 operaltng systems. mteracllng language development. CirCUIt deSign and
firmware development
So get your boots on . drop by . and tryon a DATA GENERAL hat.

Sign up at the Placement Office or contact Professional Staffing, DATA QENEllAL/ Austin, 270G Montopolis Drive, Austin, Texas 79741

~512l

395-9740.
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